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Abstract
In this thesis I present a cellular automata model of cardiac conduction. I have
modeled heart tissue as a two-dimensional lattice of these cellular automata with
extended neighborhood interactions. The parameters governing interactions between
the automata in this model are all directly related to actual physiologic properties of
myocardial tissue. This leads to fairly accurate modeling.
Each element in this simulator can interact with an extended neighborhood of
about 100 other elements. Using this extended neighborhood and a probabilistic in-
teraction scheme I was able to model isotropic propagation of wavefronts, independent
of the underlying lattice geometry. Elements in my model could take on four different
states: excited, absolutely refractory, relatively refractory, and completely recovered.
By using these four states and incorporating several other physiologic features, such as
the dispersion of heart cells' refractory times, I was able to model several conduction
phenomena commonly seen in healthy and diseased hearts. Among these phenom-
ena are one-way conduction block, wavefront fractionation, and reentrant tachycardia
leading to patterns resembling ventricular fibrillation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The purpose of my thesis is to describe a computer simulator which I developed to
model the electrical activity of heart tissue. The heart is primarily a mechanical
pump which pumps blood through the circulation. The oxygen supplied by the blood
is necessary for metabolism in all of the body's cells. If the heart stops pumping for
even a few minutes death results because of insufficient oxygen supply to the brain.
The mechanical activity of the heart is controlled by and closely linked to the
electrical activity of the heart. It is the propagation of electrical excitation waves
through the heart muscle which ultimately causes the cells in the heart to contract
and pump blood through the body. This type of control is very important since the
heart cells' ability to contract is not sufficient to cause effective pumping. Correct
timing of the individual cells' contractions is necessary for creating a synchronized
pumping activity. Only if different parts of the heart contract together does effective
pumping take place. Just as important as the contraction is the ensuing relaxation of
the heart muscle. If the heart were constantly contracted, no blood could be pumped.
The heart muscle needs to relax in order to refill with blood before the next contraction
takes place. The contraction and relaxation as well as the synchronization of the heart
muscle are all related to the electrical activity of the heart.
The fact that cardiac electrophysiology exerts direct control over the pumping
activity of the heart means that it is an interesting topic of study from a medical
point of view. Disorders and abnormalities in cardiac conduction patterns are a leading
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cause of death in industrialized countries. Treatment methods are as yet fairly crude,
consisting mainly of applying large electric shocks to the entire heart. The propagation
of electrical excitation waves in heart tissue is also an intriguing topic from a physical
point of view. A heart cell's response to an excitation is highly non-linear. This means
that the corresponding partial differential equations are difficult to solve. Since there
are certain similarities in the mathematics of different excitable media, techniques
which were developed to study problems of wave propagation in other excitable media
can often serve as models for a similar analysis of heart tissue. Thus, insights can be
gained from subjects as diverse as the study of flame propagation, population genetics,
and the behavior of certain chemical reactions. Electrical properties vary throughout
the heart tissue, creating further complexity in this problem.
My goal was to develop a computer model of cardiac conduction which encom-
passed sufficient detail to be useful as a tool for trying to understand the physical
details of wave propagation which underlie certain electrical disorders. Such a simu-
lator could then be used as a tool for developing novel pacing techniques as a treatment
against conduction abnormalities in hearts. Such pacing techniques could potentially
stop cardiac arrhythmias by the application of fairly small electrical shocks to multiple
sites in the heart.
In the development of the simulator I used traditional cellular automata program-
ming techniques, and altered them to suit the specific needs of this problem. The
cellular automata approach is especially useful for modeling cardiac conduction be-
cause the non-linear partial differential equations of the system are too complicated to
be solved for an entire heart in a reasonable amount of time. They can, at the most,
be used to study the behavior of a single cell on a short time-scale. Since we wanted to
model an entire heart, we had to make certain simplifying assumptions concerning the
propagation of electrical excitations in the heart. Chapter 2 gives some details about
the computer implementation we developed. Chapter 3 describes some of the math-
ematical arguments underlying our assumptions concerning wave propagation. These
mathematical models were largely developed by Yuri Chernyak and Andy Feldman. In
Chapter 4, I present some of the results we obtained from running our simulator. As
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we will see, many of the phenomena exhibited by waves in the simulator correspond
to phenomena that would actually be expected in the propagation of physiological
waves. For the remainder of this chapter, I will give a brief overview of some aspects
of cardiac conduction which will be especially relevant to the discussions in following
chapters.
1.1 An Overview of Cardiac Electrophysiology
In my model I have assumed that the heart is a continuous electrical medium (also
called a syncytium) in which waves propagate. There is some controversy surrounding
this issue. Individual heart cells are connected by intercalated disks, and there is some
evidence which suggests that an electrical excitation actually "jumps" from cell junc-
tion to cell junction, instead of being conducted smoothly through the medium [5].
However, as is discussed in Chapter 2, the exact nature of conduction between in-
dividual cells does not affect the behavior of the simulator, since we are modeling
electrical phenomena on a much coarser scale than that of individual cells.
The mechanical activity of a heart cell is controlled by the electric potential across
the cell's membrane. In a resting, uncontracted state, the cell's membrane potential
is approximately -90 mV, the inside of the cell having a lower potential than the
interstitial fluid. This resting potential is due to the concentrations of various ions on
different sides of the membrane and to the permeability of the membrane to these ions.
A resting cell has a fairly high permeability to potassium ions. Since the concentration
of K+ is much higher within the cell than outside of the cell, a negative membrane
potential is necessary to keep the K+ ions in the cell. When a cell is excited, the
membrane potential follows a pattern called the action potential. In the initial phase
of an action potential, the membrane potential increases to 10-30 mV. This is also
called the depolarization of the cell and is associated with a mechanical contraction of
the cell. The increase in membrane potential is due to a marked increase in the cell
membrane's permeability to sodium ions. Since the concentration of Na+ is higher
outside of the cell than it is inside of the cell, the increased Na+ permeability causes
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Na+ ions to diffuse into the cell. As a result, the potential rises. This proceeds
similarly to the Hodgkin-Huxley model for the depolarization of neurons. But whereas
nerve cells return to their resting state (repolarize) fairly quickly upon depolarization,
the depolarization of cardiac cells is followed by a plateau phase lasting 200-300 msec.
This plateau phase is due to an increase in the membrane's calcium permeability. The
plateau phase is very important physiologically. During this period the cell cannot
be re-excited. This gives the relaxed heart time to refill with blood before the next
heart beat. During this time the heart cells gradually recover their resting electrical
properties. This part of the action potential is therefore also called the recovery period
or refractory period. The refractory period is commonly broken up into two separate
phases: the absolute refractory period during which the heart cells cannot be reexcited
under normal physiologic conditions, and the relative refractory period during which
the heart cells can potentially be excited although their excitation variables have not
yet recovered their resting values. Propagation through relatively refractory tissue is
slower than propagation through completely recovered tissue.
1.1.1 Overview of Macroscopic Conduction
An electrical excitation in the heart is normally initiated in a region in the atria called
the sinoatrial node. From there it is conducted through the atria, which contract
and pump blood into the ventricles. The atria are separated from the ventricles by
an electrically insulating wall. As a result, the only way for an electrical signal to
travel from the atria to the ventricles is through a small piece of conducting tissue
called the atrioventricular node. Conduction through this node is fairly slow, allowing
the ventricles to fill completely before ventricular contraction begins. There is a
specialized conduction system in the ventricles, called the His-Purkinje system. The
electrical excitation is conducted through this system to various parts of the ventricles.
The His-Purkinje system has a high conduction speed and helps to synchronize the
electrical activity in various parts of the ventricles.
In our computer model we have ignored the atria since they function mainly as
booster pumps for the ventricles. We have modeled the ventricles as a cylindrical
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sheet. An obvious extension of our current model would be to include the broad
features of the His-Purkinje system and to use a more accurate shape than a cyl-
inder for our heart. However, the cylindrical sheet is for our purposes a good first
approximation to the shape of the heart.
1.1.2 The Cause of Some Conduction Abnormalities
One important cause of cardiac conduction abnormalities is the dispersion of charac-
teristic recovery times among different parts of the heart tissue [4]. Each heart cell has
a characteristic recovery time which measures the time for its excitation parameters
to return to their resting values following an excitation. This recovery time is not the
same for all cells; however, we have assumed that there is a correlation of recovery
times for cells which lie near each other. The distribution of recovery times can lead to
problems when the heart is paced rapidly. If the heart rate is high enough, the tissue
will not be completely recovered by the time the next excitation passes through it.
Since different parts of the heart have different recovery times, there may be 'islands'
of refractory tissue in the midst of recovered tissue. This will cause the excitation
wavefront to fractionate at the boundaries of these refractory islands. The wavefront
breaks up and propagates around the unexcitable tissue. If these refractory pieces
recover while the excitation is passing through the adjoining tissue, the wavefront is
now able to excite the previously refractory tissue. The wavefront travels backwards
through the newly recovered cells. It is clear that this fractionation of a single wave-
front into different components traveling at different speeds in different directions
introduces a measure of disorder into the cardiac conduction system.
Reentry
If a portion of heart tissue does not receive a sufficient oxygen supply due to occlusion
of a cardiac artery, this heart tissue will not exhibit normal conduction phenomena.
Specifically, the recovery time of this infarcted or ischemic tissue will be increased,
the conduction speed will be decreased, and the recovery times will be more variable
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among regions of adjoining tissue. These factors together can cause a dangerous
conduction pattern called reentry. If the heart rate is high enough the diseased heart
tissue will still be refractory when the next excitation wave passes by. Since the
wavefront cannot excite the refractory tissue, it breaks up and propagates around the
ischemic region. By the time the wavefront reaches the other side of the ischemic
patch, the ischemic tissue has recovered sufficiently to allow wavefront propagation.
However, the ischemic tissue's high dispersion of refractory times as well as its slow
conduction speed cause the wavefront to spend a lot of time traversing the ischemic
patch. By the time the wavefront reaches the other end, the surrounding healthy tissue
may have recovered, causing the wave to propagate backwards through tissue it has
already excited. In the worst case, this wave can now retrace its original path, leading
to a continuous loop of reentrant activity. Since the time it takes the electrical signal
to travel around this loop is usually shorter than the period of the regular heart beat,
reentry leads to an increased effective heart rate. This means that electrical waves
will travel through the tissue in fairly close succession to one another. If there are any
abnormalities in the recovery curves of different parts of the tissue this can lead to
further problems. The propagation of the reentrant wavefronts in partially refractory
tissue increases the risks of wavefront fractionation.
Fibrillation
In the case of a high heart rate due to reentrant loops or premature ventricular de-
polarizations from sites that do not usually depolarize spontaneously, there is a high
risk of further wavefront fractionation and disorganization. These waves travel in the
midst of refractory islands and thus break up. Since they do not originate in the
specialized His-Purkinje system, there is less correlation between different parts of
the heart than there would be during a normal heart beat. If the wavefronts become
too disorganized, the heart cannot pump effectively. Although the individual cells
of the heart are still following normal excitation and recovery curves, they have lost
synchronization. They contract at different times, and no blood is pumped to the
body. This process is called fibrillation. Untreated, death ensues within minutes.
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The purpose of our simulation was to develop insights into the detailed electrical
phenomena of excitation and wavefront propagation which take place in a fibrillating
heart. The simulator is also a potential tool for the development of novel treatment
techniques for electrical disorders in the heart.
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Chapter 2
Computer Simulation of Cardiac
Conduction
In order to better understand electrical phenomena in hearts, I implemented a macro-
scopic model of cardiac conduction in a C++ program using finite-element program-
ming techniques. This simulator is fairly flexible and allows experimentation with
various pacing protocols. In this chapter, I explain some of the reasons for using a
computer to model cardiac conduction. I also compare my program to earlier finite-
element computer simulators and provide some of the details of the techniques I used
to model cardiac electrophysiology.
2.1 The Reasons for Making a Computer Model of
Cardiac Conduction
Since sudden cardiac death due to electrical disturbances in the heart is a very common
cause of death among adults, any further understanding of the electrical phenomena
in healthy or diseased hearts is useful. There are several reasons why it is sensible to
use a computer model as a first step in learning more about cardiac conduction.
Many of the electrical phenomena described in Chapter 1 are only exhibited in
hearts which are fairly large. One of these phenomena is reentry. A reentrant loop of
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electrical activity occurs when an electrical wave travels in a continuous loop and thus
keeps retracing its own path. A reentrant loop has to have a certain minimum size since
otherwise the heart tissue will not have recovered by the time the excitation wavefront
attempts to reexcite the tissue it excited earlier. Therefore, phenomena like reentry
occur only in hearts that are large enough that parts of the heart tissue can recover in
the time it takes the wavefront to traverse the rest of the heart. Any attempts to learn
more about these types of conduction abnormalities on animal models would have to
be conducted on fairly large animals. These experiments are very difficult, expensive,
and time-intensive. Computer simulations, in contrast, are fairly cheap, they allow
us to isolate model parameters and test their individual effects on cardiac conduction
patterns, and they give us much more control over the course of our experiments than
would be possible in an animal model.
The computer model offers more information about the initial states and inputs into
the system as well as the system's responses. Situations are reproducible, and one does
not have to deal with the inherent variations between different animals. Of course,
the final validation of any results from the computer model will have to come from
animal experiments. But knowledge gained from the computer simulation will greatly
help to reduce the number of trials that will have to be performed on animals, and
hopefully, the phenomena exhibited by the computer model will give some information
about the processes which actually occur in the physiological system.
Since our goal was to model an entire heart in a reasonable amount of time, we
needed a scheme for a computer program that was efficient in terms of both memory
use and time. Since we wanted to model fairly complex behavior of wave propagation
in diseased or rapidly paced hearts, we could not afford to lose very much accuracy.
A modified version of the cellular automata approach to computer modeling turned
out to be the best way for us to attack this problem.
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2.2 Description of the Cellular Automata Model
The computer model of cardiac conduction which I have developed is similar in many
ways to earlier attempts to simulate cardiac conduction using cellular automata (CA).
There are certain assumptions which underlie any attempt to model a continuous me-
dium using finite-state cellular automata. The first is that the underlying medium
(in our case, the heart tissue) can be broken up into a fairly small number of dis-
crete elements. In our simulator the model elements are much bigger than the size
of individual cells. This lumping of many cells to form one model element is based
on the assumption that the properties of the cells do not vary significantly within
an element. The properties of the tissue are assumed to be uniform throughout one
element, but to vary discontinuously across the element boundaries. This is obvi-
ously a simplification which has been made for modeling purposes. The procedure
of breaking up the medium into a small number of elements is very useful for com-
puter modeling because it allows our simulator to run at a much higher speed than an
implementation technique which treats the tissue as a continuously varying medium.
When interpreting the results of a finite-element model in which the elements do not
correspond to some underlying graininess in the medium, one must always be aware
of the fact that this discretization can introduce modeling artifacts. But it is exactly
these simplifications which are made in the development of CA models which allow
us to model large tissue patches and to observe the propagation of many heartbeats
through the simulated tissue in a reasonable amount of time. These benefits outweigh
the inaccuracies introduced by the discretization.
A second assumption in CA models is that time can be broken up into discrete
time-steps. Model properties are assumed to be constant during one time-step and then
to exhibit a discontinuous change when the timer is incremented. This is obviously
not microscopically accurate. True physiologic parameters, even if they change very
fast, will exhibit a certain time-scale during which the change takes place. CA models
assume that the time-scales of these continuous variations of microscopic pieces of
tissue are unimportant when considering the macroscopic properties of the medium.
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Since the use of CA models leads to fairly coarse discretization of both space and
time, these models cannot generally be used to make predictions about phenomena
which take place on a length scale which is smaller than some characteristic length
scale or during a time which is shorter than a characteristic time-step. These time and
length scales should be small enough that no relevant details are lost. They should
also not be too small, since this would greatly impair the computational efficiency of
the program. If used well, the high efficiency of CA models allows the visualization
and understanding of macroscopic properties on a scale which is not possible using
other modeling techniques.
In addition to the discretization of space and time, finite-element CA models also
assume that the state of an element can only take on a finite number of values. Our
model differs from traditional CA models in that the states of our elements contain
a fairly large amount of information. Each element contains several variables which
contain information about the properties of this element. Most of these variables
can take on a wide range of possible values, giving our model further depth. In
addition to the variable containing the actual state of an element, there are variables
containing the time since the last excitation, the size of the neighborhood with which
an element can interact, the element's excitation threshold, as well as several other
variables. This allows a more complex concept of state than is present in most CA
models, and it allows complicated interactions to take place between an element and
its neighborhood.
Traditional CA models assume that an element interacts only with its immediate
neighbors. This is a reasonable starting assumption when modeling heart tissue, since
a heart cell will interact primarily with its local ionic environment. Problems arise
however when one tries to model this type of behavior using a discrete lattice with
a finite number of symmetry axes [3]. If one uses only nearest-neighbor interactions
on a square lattice, this means that an element will interact only with four neighbors
if interactions occur only across an edge, or eight neighbors if interactions can take
place across the corners as well as across the edges (see Figure 2-1). These interac-
tion rules only allow elements to interact with very few other elements. They also
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introduce preferential directions of propagation. If the element only interacts with its
edge neighbors, any excitation will travel more slowly to the corner neighbors than
it would in a circularly symmetric environment. Similarly, a model in which edge
and corner neighbors are treated equally establishes preferential propagation in the
direction of the corner neighbors. One advantage of this approach is that it allows
very fast simulations. Since each element interacts only with very few other elements,
these models are very efficient in their use of computer memory and time. However,
the anisotropy these models introduce into the medium leads to square wavefronts and
other artifactual behavior. Therefore, this type of simplistic model was unsuitable for
our purposes. Some attempts have been made to use a hexagonal lattice. Although
no distinctions have to be made between corner neighbors and face neighbors, the
resulting waves are hexagonal (see Figure 2-1). Any type of model which is based
on this type of interaction with a polygonal neighborhood introduces artificial sym-
metries into the model. Ideally the medium should appear the same in any direction,
independent of the underlying lattice.
2.2.1 The Development of a Circularly Symmetric Interaction
Region
In order to prevent an artificial symmetry in our model, we expanded our element
neighborhoods to include about 100 other elements. We superimposed a circular
neighborhood on this extended neighborhood of square lattice elements. This allowed
us to create isotropic interactions within the medium. We make the assumption that
an excited element will source current to a circular neighborhood with a radius of
several lattice elements within one time-step of the simulation. The interaction between
an active element and an element in its neighborhood is assumed to have the same
magnitude throughout this extended neighborhood. This is probably somewhat of an
over-simplification, and a way in which our model could be improved would be by
using a more realistic dependence of interaction strength on the distance from the
active element. If the circular neighborhood completely covers an element, the two
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Figure 2-1 Illustration of the polygonal waves produced by propagation using nearest-
neighbor interactions in square or hexagonal lattices.
The figures on the left show the propagation of waves in a square lattice in which
interaction occur only between an element and its edge neighbors. The middle figures
show how a wave propagates in a square lattice in which interactions occur between
corner neighbors as well as between edge neighbors. Both of these interaction rules
produce square waves. The figures on the right show how a wave propagates in a
hexagonal lattice. The resulting wavefront is hexagonal.
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elements will interact in the next time-step. If an element falls completely outside
of the neighborhood, no interaction will take place. The only ambiguity arises for
elements which are partially covered by the circular neighborhood (see Figure 2-2).
Figure 2-2 Superposition of a continuous circular area onto a discrete lattice.
overlap
inside
outside
Elements which are completely enclosed by the circle are able to interact with the
centrally located element in one time-step. Elements outside of the circle cannot
interact with the central element. In our interaction scheme, we treat the interaction of
the central element with an element which partially overlaps the circle in a probabilistic
fashion. The interaction probability is given by the fraction of the border element lying
within the circle.
The simplest way to treat such an extended neighborhood is to say that elements
whose overlap with the circle is greater than half the element area are considered
to be within the neighborhood. The other elements are considered to be outside of
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the neighborhood. However, this type of model will lead to a higher-order polygonal
neighborhood. The neighborhood of an element is still not really circular. This leads
to artifactual anisotropies as well as preferential propagation directions-exactly the
type of behavior we wish to avoid. Although the results produced by such a model
would be more accurate than the nearest-neighbor interaction described above, this
type of polygonal neighborhood was insufficient for our purposes.
One way in which this problem of the polygonal neighborhood has previously been
solved is by assuming that the actual elements are not located on a regular lattice.
Instead, the elements are assigned a randomized displacement from the lattice posi-
tions [6]. As a result, they are unequally distributed. When evaluating whether an
element is within the circular neighborhood of another element, one checks if the ac-
tual element location is within the perimeter of the circle. If it is, the element is in the
neighborhood. Otherwise, it is not. This type of neighborhood interaction contains
a degree of randomization over space. It creates different neighborhood shapes for
different elements, and the resulting element distribution removes the polygonal sym-
metry from the model. However, it is very inefficient because it requires the program
to keep track of the exact locations of all elements when calculating inter-element
interactions.
One of the great advantages of using a CA model on a regular lattice is that this ap-
proach greatly reduces the memory requirements of the program. We wished to keep
this advantage while still solving the problems caused by the lattice geometry. We
used an essentially probabilistic method for solving the problem of lattice anisotropy.
In this procedure, the lattice elements are still situated in a regular array. However,
the interaction between any two elements is governed by a probability factor. When
checking to see whether an interaction between two elements takes place, one com-
pares the location of one of the elements with the area covered by the other element's
circular neighborhood. If the element is within the neighborhood, an interaction takes
place. If it is completely outside of the neighborhood, no interaction takes place. If the
boundary of the neighborhood passes through the area of the element, an interaction
takes place with a probability equal to the fraction of the element contained within
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the other element's neighborhood. In effect, this procedure produces a randomiza-
tion over both time and space. Since different elements have different neighborhood
shapes at any instant in time, there is no artificial spatial symmetry. Since the shape
of an individual element's neighborhood will change over time, each element's neigh-
borhood will on average be circular. Our model is essentially non-deterministic, and
in any one time-step the propagation of an excitation wave in our model will not be
symmetric. However, there is no preferred direction of propagation in our model,
and the interactions between two elements will approach their expected probability of
interaction over time. Therefore, the propagation of macroscopic waves in our model
is symmetric. This procedure solves the problem of lattice anisotropy while retaining
the benefits in computational efficiency of the lattice.
The use of an extended circular neighborhood gives the model two new paramet-
ers: the radius of the neighborhood, and the number of excited neighbors that are
necessary to excite an unexcited element. This second parameter will henceforth be
called the excitation threshold. The neighborhood size and the excitation threshold
are dependent on the plane-wave conduction speed and the diffusion constant of the
medium. The details of this dependence are developed in Chapter 3. At this point I
will simply state the results of this analysis. The neighborhood radius, RD, and the
model threshold, K, are related to the physiologic properties as follows [2]:
R~pAx 2 a(2.1) D = 6A sin2
AX 2(2.2) c = RD cosAt 2
R 2
(2.3) K = D
where c is the plane wave speed, D is the diffusion coefficient of the medium, Ax is
the model length scale, and At is the model time-step. a is a model parameter which
is related to the excitation threshold. Knowledge of a is equivalent to knowledge of
the threshold. In the derivation of the relationships between the different parameters
it is often simpler to use a than K.
In actual heart tissue, there may actually be preferred conduction directions due
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to the local fiber orientations. It must be emphasized that this type of preferential
conduction direction is completely different from the type of artifactual symmetry
introduced by the propagation in polygonal neighborhoods. The fibers will run in
different directions in different parts of the heart. Therefore, they do not establish a
uniform preferential propagation direction. More importantly, the fibers are a property
of the underlying medium, not artificial behavior introduced by the discrete model. An
obvious extension of the type of circular neighborhood used in our model would be an
elliptical neighborhood which could be oriented to incorporate local fiber orientations.
This type of model would use three variables for the direction and length of the axes
of the ellipse to replace the current neighborhood radius.
One benefit of the comparatively large interaction regions of our elements with each
other is that they give us some protection against the artifacts which appear in more
conventional CA models. Since an element in our model interacts with many other
elements, the state of a single element does not have as large of an effect on future
model behavior as in a traditional CA model. Since many elements are necessary to
effect a state change of another element, wave propagation in our model is less likely to
be based on the digital noise which, unfortunately, is a characteristic of all computer
models.
2.3 Details of the Program
As in any CA model, the discrete pieces into which we divide our medium are the
fundamental units of our program. These units were implemented using the C++
class structure and given the name element in our model. An element represents
a square of heart tissue whose size is determined when the program is invoked. We
have generally used a length of 0.025 cm.
2.3.1 The States of an Element
Although each of our elements contains many different variables as members, these
are all, in a sense, subordinate to the actual state of the element. The state of the
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element determines how an element will respond to changes in its other variables, how
it will interact with its neighborhood, and how it will evolve with time. The state can
take on four different values:
EXCITABLE This state denotes a fully recovered, inactive element. It does not
affect its neighbors in any way. If a sufficient portion of an EXCITABLE element's
neighborhood is excited, or if the element is excited by pacemaker activity, the
element will switch to the ACTIVE state in the next time-step. Otherwise, the
element will remain EXCITABLE indefinitely.
ACTIVE An ACTIVE element is the only kind of element which can affect the state of
its neighbors. It corresponds to a piece of depolarized heart tissue. The ACTIVE
state duration is generally very short (on the order of one model time-step).
After this time has elapsed the element switches to the REFRACTORY state.
REFRACTORY This state denotes an absolutely refractory element. After an
element is excited, it will take a while for the membrane potential and ionic
conductances to return to their resting values. During this time the element's
excitability is lower than that of an EXCITABLE element. At the beginning of its
recovery period, the element's threshold will be extremely high. In fact, it will
be so high that the element cannot be re-excited under physiologic conditions.
This corresponds to the REFRACTORY state in our model. The properties of a
model REFRACTORY element do not change during the time that the element is
REFRACTORY. In reality, heart cells follow a recovery curve in which the excitation
threshold continuously decreases back to its resting value. But as long as this
threshold exceeds the size of the element's neighborhood, the element is for
all intents and purposes completely unexcitable. We therefore ignore the exact
values that the REFRACTORY element's excitation parameters take on, since we
assume that the element will not be excited under conditions existing in our
model. The REFRACTORY state duration is much longer than the ACTIVE state
duration. After this time interval the element switches to the RELREF state.
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RELREF This state denotes a relatively refractory element. The distinction between
REFRACTORY and RELREF in our model is somewhat arbitrary and is made mainly
for computational convenience. Both states correspond to an element which is
recovering from its last excitation. The difference is that a RELREF element is
considered to be potentially excitable under physiologic circumstances. There-
fore it is necessary for us to keep track of the values of the excitation parameters
of a RELREF element. Since the element is not yet fully recovered, it has a higher
excitation threshold and a slower plane wave speed than an EXCITABLE element.
The duration of the RELREF state is on the order of that of the REFRACTORY
state. The threshold and plane wave speed get progressively closer to their com-
pletely recovered values during this time interval. Finally, if the element is not
re-excited while it is in the RELREF state, it will return to the resting, EXCITABLE
state.
2.3.2 Interactions Between Elements in the Model
Each element in our lattice is linked via pointers to its four face neighbors. Since
these neighbors are linked to their own set of neighbors, every element in the lattice
is potentially accessible from any other element. However, since the time-step of our
model is fairly small (we used a step of 0.0022 seconds), an element will only interact
with the elements in its immediate vicinity during one time-step. Time and length
scales of the model were adjusted so that the area of the neighborhood with which
an element can interact in one time-step is a circle with a radius of about 6.5 lattice
elements. Healthy and completely recovered tissue will generally interact with a larger
area of neighboring tissue during one time-step than ischemic or relatively refractory
tissue.
In order to simulate wave propagation, there have to be certain rules governing the
interactions between elements. In order to determine its behavior, an element has to
look at the states of the elements in its extended neighborhood. This information as
well as the values of the excitation variables of the element itself will determine the state
of the element in the next time-step. Unfortunately, it would take a very long time for
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every element to look through its entire neighborhood. Certain simplifications can be
made. For example, REFRACTORY elements do not affect the state of any other elements,
and their own state is unaffected by elements in their neighborhood. Therefore, it is
unnecessary for the simulator to look at the neighborhoods of REFRACTORY elements.
An ACTIVE element is the only kind of element that can potentially change the
state of its neighbors. Therefore the simulator only has to look at the extended neigh-
borhood of each ACTIVE element. Since only a small fraction of the elements will be
ACTIVE at any particular time, this procedure is much more efficient than an algorithm
in which the neighborhood of every single element in the model is analyzed. But even
in the neighborhoods of ACTIVE elements it is not necessary for the simulator to look
in detail at every single element. Some of the elements in the neighborhood will also
be ACTIVE. Since they will automatically switch into their recovery cycle once their
ACTIVE state duration has expired, the simulator does not have to waste time check-
ing these elements' excitation parameters. Similarly, any REFRACTORY elements in the
neighborhood will be unaffected by the presence of ACTIVE neighbors, so we can ig-
nore them too. The simulator only has to look at those neighbors of ACTIVE elements
which are potentially excitable. These elements will be in either the EXCITABLE or the
RELREF state. Due to the probabilistic interaction scheme described in Section 2.2,
the interaction between the two elements is still not always certain. If the potentially
excitable element crosses the boundary of the ACTIVE element's circular neighborhood,
the probability of an interaction between the two is given by the portion of the ele-
ment's area which lies inside the neighborhood. Since it would be very inefficient to
calculate these values every time an ACTIVE element looks at its neighborhood, the
interaction probabilities are stored in look-up-tables. A random number is compared
with the probability found in the look-up-table. If it is determined that an interaction
between the two elements takes place, the simulator must now look at the excitation
parameters of the potentially excitable elements in order to determine whether these
elements actually will be excited in the next time-step. To do this, the simulator in-
crements the excitation variable of the excitable element. The excitation variable of an
EXCITABLE or RELREF element thus functions as a counter for the number of ACTIVE
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elements in the potentially excitable element's neighborhood. If this counter is now
larger than the element's excitation threshold, the element will switch to the ACTIVE
state in the next time-step. The excitation parameters are set to their default values
for ACTIVE elements.
The interaction scheme described in the previous paragraph incorporates a fair
amount of detail into the interactions of the simulator. Each ACTIVE element interacts
with many other elements, and many ACTIVE elements are necessary to excite another
element. There are several variables (the ACTIVE element's neighborhood radius, the
inactive element's excitation threshold) which determine the exact dynamics of the
inter-element interactions. These factors add complexity to the model. We have
implemented these rules paying a lot of attention to the efficiency of the program.
Our simulator only looks at the neighborhoods of relatively few elements. And the
probabilistic interaction scheme allows us to model isotropic propagation while simply
reading values out of a table.
2.3.3 Determining the Refractory Period of an Element
Although elements which are not ACTIVE cannot affect the states of other elements,
their own states are subject to change. Specifically, as an element progresses along its
recovery curve, it will switch from the ACTIVE state to the REFRACTORY state. After
a characteristic recovery time, the REFRACTORY element will turn to the RELREF state,
and eventually the element will recover to the resting, EXCITABLE state.
The times when these transitions between states take place are regulated by resting
properties inherent in the element as well as by the recent stimulation history of the
element. Each element has its own intrinsic resting refractory time. This is the
refractory time the element would have if it were excited after a long period without
an excitation. If the last diastolic interval is smaller than some minimum duration,
the element will experience rate-dependent shortening of the refractory period.
Rate-dependent shortening of the refractory period is an important way in which
heart cells adapt to an elevation in heart-rate. As described in Section 1.1.2, one of the
dangers associated with an elevated heart-rate is that a wavefront will run into partially
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recovered tissue and fractionate. This can lead to abnormal conduction phenomena
such as reentry or even fibrillation. However, if the cells' refractory periods decrease
in response to an elevation in heart-rate, it is less likely for this type of fractionation
and the ensuing conduction abnormalities to occur. Rate-dependent shortening of the
refractory period also increases the filling time available to a rapidly beating heart.
The dependence of the refractory period on the previous diastolic interval describes
an exponential function. We have stored the values of this exponential function in a
table so that the simulator does not need to repeatedly recalculate exponentials. The
tables allow us to simulate this exponential behavior fairly efficiently.
2.3.4 Parameters Which are Determined by The Plane Wave
Speed of an Element
A property inherent in each element is the speed with which a plane wave would
travel through the medium if the medium were composed completely of elements of
one type. As explained in Chapter 3, the diffusion coefficient of the medium (assumed
to be constant throughout all of our simulations) and the plane wave speed determine
the model threshold and neighborhood size. Since these variables in turn control the
interactions of elements with their neighborhoods, the element's intrinsic plane wave
speed is very important.
The dependence of an element's excitation threshold on the plane wave speed is
implemented simply as an array indexed on various speeds. Higher wave speeds cor-
respond to smaller thresholds. Whenever an element changes its intrinsic propagation
speed, for example as it follows its recovery curve, the simulator looks up the element's
new threshold value from this array of thresholds.
Similarly, an element's neighborhood radius will be determined by its intrinsic
plane wave speed. Higher speeds correspond to larger neighborhood radii. Since the
exact radius of an element's neighborhood determines the interaction probabilities
at the edge of the neighborhood, it is a very important parameter in the model. In
order to use different neighborhood sizes efficiently, we created an array of different
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neighborhood radii indexed on the plane wave speed in exact analogy to the arrays we
created for the element thresholds. Using these different values of the neighborhood
size, we created several probability tables which contain the interaction probabilities
for elements which are on each other's neighborhood boundaries. Since each element
contains a pointer to its own current probability table, this allows different intrinsic
plane wave speeds for different elements (e. g. , a region of diseased tissue might have
a slower plane wave speed than healthy tissue). It also allows the plane wave speed
for a single element to vary during the simulation. Currently, we take advantage of
this possibility during the RELREF state of an element. Since the element has only
partially recovered from its last activation, its excitation threshold is higher and its
plane wave speed is slower than in resting tissue. The assignment of a 'speed' to every
single element allows this type of distribution of threshold and neighborhood sizes.
2.3.5 Distribution of Tissue Properties Within the Model
In most of our simulation runs we connected the lattice elements to form a cylindrical
sheet. The height and circumference of this cylinder may be varied. A typical simu-
lation run was done on a lattice containing about 200,000 elements. This corresponds
to a cylinder with a height of 10-15 cm and a circumference of about 10 cm.
One of the leading theories of wave breakup and reentry depends on the distribution
of refractory times within the heart tissue [4]. When an electrical wave propagates
in close succession to a previous wave, it runs into partially refractory tissue (see
Section 1.1.2). Part of the tissue has recovered and allows the propagation of the
wave. However, there are refractory 'islands' in which the electrical excitation wave
cannot propagate. This causes the wave to fractionate and retrace its path as the
tissue behind it recovers. Since this type of fractionation is associated with many
of the electrical disorders we were trying to model, we incorporated a distribution of
refractory periods into our model. Unfortunately, it is unknown exactly how refractory
times are distributed in either healthy or diseased heart tissue. Therefore, we used a
Gaussian distribution of refractory times. Both the mean and the standard deviation
of this Gaussian are flexible. The refractory times of the different elements were
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smoothed out so that every element has a refractory time which is smoothly correlated
with the other refractory times in its neighborhood. Since the mean refractory time
at the apex of the heart is generally longer than that at the base of the heart, a linear
gradient of mean refractory times from apex to base was also incorporated. The apex
of the heart experiences less rate-dependent shortening of the refractory period in
response to high heart rates than the base does. This was also incorporated into our
model. As a result, the discrepancy between mean refractory period at apex and base
gets even larger at high heart rates. The use of different refractory times in our model
was essential for the modeling of several conduction patterns illustrated in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 3
The Relationship Between Model
Parameters and Macroscopic Tissue
Properties
We have modeled the propagation of electrical excitation waves in heart tissue using
a finite-element computer simulator. In order to model wave propagation in this sim-
ulation, every element is allowed to interact with other elements which lie within a
circular neighborhood surrounding the central element. As explained in Chapter 2,
the use of an extended circular neighborhood with probabilistic inter-element inter-
actions eliminates the problem of lattice anisotropy. However, it introduces two new
parameters into the problem: the radius of an element's neighborhood, and the num-
ber of excited elements necessary to excite another element. This latter parameter is
called the excitation threshold.
We wish to determine the radius of the circular neighborhood, R, and the excitation
threshold, K, for an element in our model. These parameters should be linked to
measurable macroscopic tissue properties. The correspondence between physiologic
and model parameters was developed using a geometrical method which was largely
developed by Yuri Chernyak and Andy Feldman [1], [2]. In the following sections I
will show how to derive a functional dependence between the model parameters, R
and K, and macroscopic tissue parameters. We have made use of two different tissue
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parameters in this link between our model behavior and the actual physiology of
cardiac conduction. The first parameter that we have used is the speed, c, with which
an electrical plane wave propagates in heart tissue. This speed is about 51 cm/sec in
resting heart tissue, but it can have different values in recovering or diseased tissue.
The other physiologic parameter which we have used is the diffusion coefficient, D, of
the tissue. This parameter provides a scale for the conduction of excitation by diffusion
processes alone. We have used a uniform value of D = 1.1 cm 2/sec. The fact that the
model neighborhood size and excitation threshold are completely specified by these
tissue properties is part of what distinguishes our model from previous attempts to
model cardiac conduction. Most of these models choose their values for R and K
based on fairly arbitrary arguments. In reality, however, R and K are not variables;
they are completely specified by the properties of the tissue being modeled. Our model
incorporates this dependence of model parameters on tissue properties.
3.1 The Propagation of Plane Waves
The simplest type of wave propagation that is possible is the propagation of a plane
wave. In this section we will study the interactions of the plane wavefront with the
elements of the simulator. This will lead us to an expression for the model parameters
R and K in terms of the plane wave speed. I will show that it is necessary to consider
the propagation of curved waves in order to fully describe our model parameters in
terms of the tissue properties. The discussion of the propagation of curved waves will
be much simpler once we have described the propagation of plane waves.
The propagation of a wave in a medium consists of the excitation of previously
unexcited elements constituting the wavefront, and the recovery of excited elements
which make up the waveback. Whether an unexcited element will be excited in the
next time-step is dependent on the number of elements in its neighborhood which are
excited. The unexcited element has an excitation threshold, which is equal to the
minimum number of elements in its neighborhood which have to be excited in order
to excite the central element. This threshold changes during the excitation cycle of
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the element: immediately after excitation, an element is absolutely refractory and its
excitation threshold is so high that the element cannot be re-excited under physiologic
conditions. As the element progresses along its recovery curve its excitation threshold
decreases until it reaches its resting value. In our model we assume that the interaction
strengths between elements are the same throughout the neighborhood. Therefore,
only the number of excited elements in the neighborhood is important; the exact
location of the excited elements does not matter.
For derivation purposes, it is useful to use a continuous model for calculating the
parameters of our simulator as functions of physiologic properties. These parameters
can then be used in the discrete model.
In one time-step, an element will interact with its circular neighborhood. We have
called the radius of this neighborhood R. There is some minimum area which has to
be excited in order to excite the central element in the next time-step. We have called
that area A.
Since our probabilistic interaction scheme ensures that edge elements will, on av-
erage, contribute exactly that portion of their area which is enclosed in the circular
neighborhood, an expression for the area, A, would be equivalent to an expression for
the discrete model threshold. From Figure 3-1 it is clear that by using geometrical
calculations one can express A as,
aRt2  a a(3.1) A= 2 R2 sin - cos2 2 2
aR2  R 2
- - -sina2 2
where a is the angle indicated in Figure 3-1. Since a is uniquely specified by A and
vice versa, the knowledge of one of these parameters in terms of tissue properties is
equivalent to knowledge of the other. In most of the following discussion, it will be
easier to express quantities in terms of a than in terms of A.
Since the wave travels a distance cAt in one time-step, the plane wave speed, c, is
given by the following equation:
cAt = R cos -2'
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Figure 3-1 Illustration of the propagation of plane waves.
R cAt
The darkly shaded area, A, is the portion of the central element's neighborhood which
is excited. The central angle, a, is the minimum angle which the excited front has
to subtend in order to excite the central element. R is the radius of the element's
neighborhood. The distance traveled by the plane wave in one time-step is c At.
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where At is the length of one time-step in the model. It is now useful to scale R
and A to dimensionless variables, that is, we want to express R and A in terms of
the scale of the elements in our model. We have RD= R/Ax and K = A/Ax 2,
where Ax is the length of one lattice element, and RD and K are the dimensionless
radius and threshold respectively. RD specifies the number of elements which are in a
neighborhood, K specifies the number of excited elements necessary to excite another
element. In terms of the dimensionless variables we have the equations
AX a(3.2) c = -RD cos -At 2
and
(3.3) a - sin a = 2-
D
The plane wave speed, c, is a measurable parameter of the medium. However, we have
two variables, RD and K which need to be specified.
We need another tissue property in order to determine the values which these
finite-element parameters take on. The dependence of the model parameters on the
second tissue parameter can be derived by considering the propagation of convex
waves. The arguments used in this derivation are similar to the geometrical arguments
used above in the discussion of plane wave propagation. As I will show, the second
tissue parameter which is directly linked to the finite-element model is the diffusion
coefficient, D. For the low-curvature regime the dependence of wave speed on curvature
can be expressed using the first-order approximation [2],
(3.4) c = cO + Dr
where c is the velocity with which the curved wave propagates in a direction normal
to the wavefront, c. is the plane wave velocity and r, is the curvature of the wavefront.
We already have equations linking the model parameters K and RD to co. If we now
find expressions relating these parameters to the diffusion coefficient, we will have
accomplished our goal of finding our model parameters as functions of the macroscopic
tissue parameters. In order to do this, we will have to analyze the propagation of low-
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curvature waves in order to find the relation between D, K and RD to first order.
This is done in the following section.
3.2 The Propagation of Convex Wavefronts
Due to the curvature of the wavefronts, convex waves will have a slower propagation
velocity than plane waves. This is illustrated in Figure 3-2. Since the curved wavefront
does not cover as much of the edges of the neighborhood as a plane wave, it must
extend further towards the center of the neighborhood in order to excite the next
element. The distance between the tip of the wavefront and the central element is
thus smaller. Similarly, concave waves will have a higher propagation velocity than
plane waves. This argument is based on the assumption that the threshold of a model
element can be expressed simply as the minimum portion of the neighborhood which
must be excited in order to cause an excitation of the central element in the next time-
step. It does not matter how this excited area is distributed within the neighborhood.
Therefore, the threshold area is the same in the case of convex wave propagation as it
was for the plane wave. This approximation is probably not quite correct, and in the
future it would be useful to see how the assignment of different weights to different
parts of the neighborhood would affect the propagation of plane and curved waves.
In the following discussion, we will make a first order approximation of the de-
pendence of wave speed on curvature for low curvatures [1]. If the curvature of the
wave is given by n, the local radius of curvature of the convex wavefront, r, is given
by
1
r =-
K
(a convex wavefront has negative curvature). The low curvature approximation is
applicable for wavefronts whose local radius of curvature is larger than the radius of
an element's neighborhood, r > R.
In order to express distances in units based on the lattice size we again make the
transformation to dimensionless variables:
RD= R/Ax,
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Figure 3-2 Illustration of the propagation of convex wavefronts.
The wavefront travels a distance c At in one time-step. Due to the curvature of the
wavefront, this distance is smaller than the distance traveled by a plane wave in one
time-step. Since the threshold of the central element is independent of the shape of
the wavefront, the area, A is the same as in Figure 3-1.
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rD = r/Ax.
From plane geometry, one can see that A, the minimum area which has to be
excited in order to excite another element, can be expressed as:
A = R (a - sina) + r( - sin#),
or, using the dimensionless threshold, K,
(3.5) K = A= (a-sina + (- sinR)
We consider the speed of the wavefront to be the speed with which the excitation is
conducted in a direction perpendicular to the tip of the wavefront. As in the discussion
of plane wave propagation, the wave travels a distance cAt in one time-step. Looking
at the geometry of Figure 3-2, one can see that the speed is given by the equation
Ax a #
(3.6) C = RD COS 2 TD - rD cos
We can now use the relationship
rD sin RD sin a
2 2
to eliminate / from Equation 3.6. Since
23 0)2/3 2 R2
cos -= il-sin - 1=sm--2 2J 0 1-sin -' ~i2 2 \ DT 2'
we have
Ax a RD) 2 - 2 a 1(3.7) c =A ( RD cos - + -D 1 ~ ~ sin -- rAt2 \ TD} 2 J
Similarly, one can eliminate / from Equation 3.5 using the relation
= sin~ sin .2 rD 2/
Equation 3.5 becomes
(3.8)
R2 -l RD .a . /1
K= - (a-sina)+r 2 sin - sin -sin cos-2 D rD 2) 2 2]
R2RD . a RD . a RD . 2
S (a -sina)+rD sin sin- -- sin 1- - si -2 rD 2) rD 2 rD 2
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In the rest of this discussion we will assume that the curvature of the wave is small
enough that we can make first-order approximations of the dependence of wave speed
on curvature. This assumption is valid if the parameter c = RD/rD satisfies the
inequality 0 < e < 1. In this regime we can use the first few terms of the Taylor
series expansion to approximate
sin2 ~ sin2 +
Using this first-order approximation in Equation 3.7, we have
RDAX [ a 1 ( 2 - 2 a)1](3.9) c. A co - +At 2 e 2 2 e
RD AX a C 2a)SR (cos2 2 sin 2
In order to simplify Equation 3.8 we use the series expansion
si_-1 (.sin a) sin a+ 1 (.sin a) +
leading to a new expression for the dimensionless threshold:
(3.10) [11 / a 1 a\3 a e a\
K RD20 (a - sina) + e2(csin 2+ e ( sin 2 - e sin 2+ 2sin a)
R2 r[1 2c 3 a]
D [ a-s3na)+ sin
We would now like to express the threshold for the propagation of convex waves,
K, in terms of the threshold for plane wave propagation, K, and the central angle
subtended by a traveling plane wave, a,. In the following discussion we will explore
how an incremental change, AK, in the excitation threshold is related to changes in
a and the plane wave speed. Of course, an element's threshold is unaffected by the
shape of the propagating wavefront, and we will eventually set AK equal to zero. We
have a = ao + Aa and K = K, + AK. From Equation 3.3 we know that
R2
K, = D (a, - sin a 0 ).2
Comparing this with Equation 3.10, we see that
2 + 2.a .a 0  a 0(3.11) AK = RD I(1 - cos ao) Aa+ sin3 2 2 jsa
2 [123 a 0 ]
~ R [- (1 - cos a) Aa + -sin a,
D 2 3 2
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The last term in the top equation contains the product of two very small quantities and
is thus negligible. But since AK = 0, Equation 3.11 allows us to find an expression
for Aa, the small change in the central angle, as a function of e:
Aa 4 sin 3 q_
(3.12) - = -_ 2
C 3 1 - cos a,
4 sin2 a siny
3 2(-o2
__ ao
sin-.
3 2
And since a = a, + Aa, we have
2 a0(3.13) a = ao - - sin *,.3 2
Using the approximation
(3.14) cos - = cos -- cos - sin - sin
2 2 2 2 2
ao Aa . ao
cos-- sn -
2 2 2
we can substitute our new value for a into Equation 3.9 to obtain [2]
(3.15) RDAX a0  Aa sinao sin 2
At 2 2 2 2 2
RDAX ao C 2 ao e 2 o
At [ 2 3 2 2sin 21
RD/.X [ ao, i2 ao
At 2 6 2
As seen in the discussion on plane wave propagation, the plane wave speed can be
expressed as
RDAX ao(3.2) co At cos -
At2
So we have the general equation for the wave speed of a low-curvature wavefront:
(3.16) c = cO - sin -(6At 2)E
Recalling that the small parameter c was defined by the equation c = RD rD, and that
the curvature of the wavefront is given by
-1
TD AX
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we can express the wave speed of the convex wavefront in terms of the plane wave
speed and the curvature of the wavefront:
(3.17) c =co+ (R sin 2 ).6At 2)
Since the theory of wave propagation tells us that, to a first order approximation, the
wave speed can be expressed as
(3.4) c = co + DK,
we have an equation relating the diffusion coefficient to our model parameters:
(3.18) D = sin a6At 2
This equation along with the equations we already have from plane wave propagation:
(3.2) Co = -RD COS -At 2
(3.3) K =-D (ao - sin ao)
2
completely specify the model parameters RD and K in terms of the physiological values
of co and D as well as our model length scale, Ax, and our model time scale, At [2], [1].
In most of our simulation runs we used values of co = 51 cm/s and D = 1.1 cm/s 2.
Using space and time steps of At = 2.2 ms and Ax = .025 cm, this leads to average
values of RD = 6.6 and K = 14.
These expressions of R and K in terms of physiologic parameters allow us incor-
porate variations in the tissue into our model. One characteristic of wave propagation
in recovering or ischemic tissue is that the wave speed is generally slower in these
tissues than in normal resting tissue. We can easily model this type of behavior. One
simply changes the element-specific plane wave speed, and then determines which val-
ues of R and K are appropriate for this new speed. In fact, we have made a table
which contains the values of R and K for any speed which is likely to occur in a
realistic model of the heart. So the simulator does not even have to calculate these
parameters, it can simply look them up from a table. Thus our model incorporates
both accuracy in the form of a close correspondence between model parameters and
tissue properties and efficiency in terms of the evaluation of these parameters.
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Chapter 4
The Phenomena Exhibited by the
Simulator
In this chapter I will describe some of the wave propagation phenomena exhibited
by the simulator. First I will explain how the properties of the medium affect the
evolution of wavefronts. Then I will show how some of the characteristics of wavefronts
in excitable media influence the behavior of the simulator. Finally I will provide
several examples of the propagation of excitation waves which illustrate some of the
complexities the simulator is able to model.
4.1 How Simulator Waves Interact With the Me-
dium
The propagation of waves always involves the interaction of some kind of disturbance
or excitation with an underlying medium. In our case, the medium is the heart tissue
and the excitation is the electrical depolarization of the cell membranes. The detailed
phenomena exhibited by the propagating wave are crucially dependent on both the
exact shape of the wavefront and on the properties of the medium. This dependence is
especially important when the medium has a non-linear response to excitation. Heart
tissue is such a medium. In our computer simulation we have made an abstraction
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of the properties which we believe to be essential to the correct modeling of the
propagation of excitation waves in cardiac muscle. We have tried to incorporate
important properties of the wavefront and the medium in order to reproduce the actual
electrophysiology of the heart as closely as possible, given the constraints imposed by
a computer model. In the following sections I will describe some of these features and
the methods we used to deal with them in the program.
4.1.1 The Medium
When developing our simulator, we assumed that the heart is an essentially continuous
medium in which waves of electrical excitation propagate. This medium is tradition-
ally called an 'electric syncytium'. For the purposes of our simulation we broke this
continuous medium up into discrete chunks whose size is much larger than the size
of individual cells. The structure of heart tissue at a scale smaller than these model
elements is not incorporated into our model. The goal in developing our model of the
medium was thus not to simulate conduction accurately on a cellular level, but rather
to create a discrete medium in which waves could propagate isotropically. At the same
time, we did not want to introduce artifactual behavior due to the discretization of our
model. Chapter 2 gives more details on which measures we took to ensure that the
discretization of the medium does not lead to preferential directions of propagation or
other types of artifactual behavior.
Although the heart tissue is assumed to be continuous, there can be intrinsic
inhomogeneities in the electrical properties of different pieces of tissue. Some of
these variations are healthy and normal. An example of this type of variation is the
shortening of the refractory period as one goes from the apex to the base of the heart.
There is a slightly non-uniform distribution of refractory periods, even in perfectly
healthy tissue, but large variations in cardiac tissue are unhealthy. Often ischemia
or infarction of the underlying tissue are responsible for this abnormal variation in
electric properties. Ischemic and infarcted tissue do not receive a sufficient oxygen
supply due to the occlusion of blood vessels in the heart. As a result, the cells'
metabolism cannot function normally, and their electrical properties are affected. As
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explained below, these variations in the properties of heart tissue can lead to abnormal
conduction patterns, especially in situations where the heart rate is elevated.
While the heart tissue is partly defined by non-uniformities which are due either
to healthy variation or disease processes, the electrical history of the heart tissue also
controls the properties of the medium in which electrical excitation waves propagate.
Even after an excitation wave passes through a piece of tissue in the heart, this tissue
will remain refractory for a considerable amount of time. During the beginning of the
refractory period, the tissue will not be excitable under physiologic circumstances. As
the tissue progresses along its recovery curve, its excitation parameters will slowly ap-
proach their resting values. A new heart beat propagating through this piece of tissue
will be propagating through a medium whose responses to excitation are different than
those of completely recovered tissue. Thus the electrical history of a region of heart
tissue can have a very large influence on the propagation of future waves in this piece
of tissue. This is especially noticeable when an electrical wave propagates through one
region of heart tissue, but does not propagate through an adjoining region of tissue.
After the wavefront passes, these two pieces of tissue will be at widely disparate stages
along their recovery curves. This causes them to have different excitation parameters.
Future wavefronts will probably not propagate in the same way through both of these
tissue pieces. The previous wavefront has thus effectively created two regions with a
discontinuous boundary between them. The medium's responses to further excitations
vary across this boundary. It is thus clear that the electrical history of the heart will
have a very large impact on the future propagation of waves, and that this history is
just as important in defining the medium as any type of intrinsic variation is.
The recovery times of tissue pieces are a very important factor in determining
the variations of the properties of heart tissue. The refractory period is the time it
takes for a piece of heart tissue to recover from its previous excitation. Although
the refractory periods of smaller regions within a patch of heart tissue are usually
fairly similar, they are not identical. If the next excitation wave encounters a piece
of tissue which was excited fairly recently, different parts of this piece of tissue will
have different properties. Some of the cells will have recovered enough to be capable
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of being re-excited. The wavefront can travel through these parts of the tissue. Other
parts of the tissue may still be in the absolute refractory state due to their higher
refractory periods. They thus form obstacles, also called 'refractory islands' around
which the wavefront must propagate. As explained above, these islands will have
different electrical properties than their surroundings, even after the wavefront passes,
because their recovery levels are not the same as those of the surrounding tissue. Thus
wavefront fractionation increases the variation of excitation parameters in tissue, and
can lead to further fractionation and abnormal conduction patterns.
In our model we have assumed that the refractory periods are, in general, fairly
well correlated over a distance of about 2 mm. This correlation length has a direct
effect on the size of the refractory islands which a wavefront encounters. Therefore,
the correlation length probably has an affect on the heart tissue's susceptibility to
abnormal conduction patterns. We have used a Gaussian distribution of refractory
periods in our model. The variance of this distribution is thought to be much larger in
ischemic tissue than in healthy tissue. Therefore, ischemic tissue is characterized by
greater non-uniformities and a greater variation of excitation parameters than healthy
heart tissue. This is one of the reasons why a history of ischemia or infarction leads to a
greater risk of conduction defects. Other factors which affect the electrical properties
of ischemic tissue are an elevated mean refractory period and a slowed conduction
velocity due to a larger excitation threshold.
The continuous heart tissue, characterized by healthy and unhealthy variations in
its electrical properties as well as by its electrical history, thus serves to define the
medium in which excitation waves must propagate.
4.1.2 The Wavefront
There are several properties which are generally associated with the propagation of
waves in excitable media. One of these is the isotropic propagation of waves. In a
region in which the medium is uniform in all directions, the waves should propagate
uniformly in all directions. In regions where the medium is not uniform, i.e., in
regions characterized by the anisotropies outlined above, the non-uniformities of the
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propagating wavefront should be due only to the variations in the properties of the
medium, not to any kind of preferential directions of propagation inherent in the
model. Using the methods described in Chapter 2 we achieved this isotropicity of
wavefront propagation. This can be seen in our simulations of propagation phenomena.
Circular Wavefronts
A wavefront originating in a single point source will, if it is propagating in a uni-
form medium, evolve to form a circular, symmetric wavefront. This is illustrated in
Figure 4-1.
Figure 4-1 Propagation of a circular wavefront.
0
(a) (b) (C)
The wavefront originates in a point source as seen in (a). As it expands ((b)-(c)), it
retains its circular symmetry. In this figure, as well as in all following figures, the red
wavefront represents excited tissue. The blue areas represent absolutely refractory
tissue which cannot be excited under circumstances existing in our model. The white
elements represent resting tissue.
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The Propagation of Waves Along a Boundary
Another phenomenon associated with the isotropic propagation of waves is the curling
of the wavefront at the boundaries of an obstacle. Since elements at the edge of the
wavefront receive current only from one side, while elements in the middle of the
wavefront receive current from both sides, propagation will be slower at the edges of
an obstacle. This can be seen in Figure 4-2.
Figure 4-2 Propagation of a wavefront along a boundary.
(a) (b) (C)
The boundary consists of a discontinuous change from excitable (white) medium to
refractory (blue) medium. The wavefront cannot propagate through the refractory
medium. As seen in (a), the wavefront curls backwards at the boundary. Once the
wavefront reaches the corner of the refractory area, it continues to follow the boundary
between excitable and refractory medium ((b) and (c)) while still curling around the
edges of the refractory region.
Wave Propagation in Regions With Different Plane Wave Speeds
Figure 4-3 shows the propagation of waves at an interface between regions of different
conduction speeds. The rectangular region with slow conduction speed, located in
the center of the figure, is assumed to be ischemic. It thus has a higher excitation
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threshold than the surrounding tissue. Even though the boundary of the rectangle
defines a line dividing regions with a discontinuous jump in conduction speeds, the
wavefront remains continuous across the boundary. Elements inside of the rectangle
have a higher excitation threshold than elements outside of the rectangle. This means
that they will not be excited as easily as their neighbors outside of the rectangle. They
need a larger number of excited neighbors to excite them than the lower-threshold
elements. Therefore they are not excited at the same time as the elements outside of
the ischemic rectangle. Only as the wavefront outside of the rectangle continues to
move forward, are the elements inside the rectangle surrounded by a sufficient number
of excited elements to excite them. This process propagates itself further and further
into the interior of the ischemic region, leading to the sloped wavefronts seen at the
inside of the edges of the rectangle.
The Propagation of Curved Wavefronts
Another property which is very important for the accurate modeling of the propagation
of waves in excitable media is the variation in conduction speeds between curved and
planar wavefronts. A concave wave will propagate faster than a plane wave because
the concave wavefront will surround the unexcited elements with a greater number of
excited elements than a plane wave would. As a result, the wave can travel further
in one time-step. The opposite phenomenon occurs in the propagation of convex
wavefronts. Elements are surrounded by fewer excited elements than if the wavefront
were planar. The resulting conduction speed is slower. The higher speed of concave
waves and the lower speed of convex waves serve to smooth out irregularities in the
wavefront. This can be seen very nicely in Figure 4-4.
It may seem paradoxical that the V-shape seen in Figure 4-4 gets smoother as
the wavefront progresses whereas the V-shape seen in Figure 4-3 simply propagates
without losing its shape. In order to understand this phenomenon, one must take into
account that the V in Figure 4-3 is propagating in medium which has an intrinsically
lower plane wave speed than the surrounding tissue. Yet, once the V-shape is estab-
lished, the V propagates with the same wave speed as the wavefront in the surrounding
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Figure 4-3 Wavefront propagating through two adjoining regions with different plane
wave speeds.
(a) (b) (C)
The wavefront remains continuous across the boundary separating these two regions.
A sloped wavefront connects the two wavefront segments traveling at different speeds.
As can be seen in the progression from (a) to (c), these connecting segments get
longer as the wavefront segments traveling with different speeds separate further from
each other. However, the connecting segments are not broken. Instead, they get longer
until they eventually meet to form a V-shape as seen in (c). The light blue region seen
in (c) represents relatively refractory tissue. This tissue can potentially be excited
by a propagating wavefront, but its excitation parameters are different than those of
resting (white) tissue.
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Figure 4-4 Propagation of a V-shape in homogeneous medium.
(a) (b) (C)
The concave V-shape will propagate at a faster speed than a simple plane wave. This
leads to progressive smoothing-out of the V-shape, as can be seen in the sequence
(a)-(c).
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tissue. Thus, the concavity of the V-shape is necessary for the wavefront to propagate
at this high speed within the medium of lower intrinsic plane wave speed. The wave
evolves in such a way that the concave wave in the ischemic medium travels at exactly
the same speed as the plane wave in the normal medium. In Figure 4-4 both the
V-shape and the plane wave are propagating through medium with the same intrinsic
plane wave speed. The concave V-shape propagates faster, leading to a smoothing-out
of the features of the wave.
4.2 Large-Scale Conduction Phenomena
Section 4.1.2 showed how our simulator accurately models several important properties
of excitation waves in excitable media. This section shows how these properties of
wavefront propagation along with the characteristics of the underlying medium lead
to electrical phenomena frequently seen in hearts.
4.2.1 One-Way Conduction Block
One of the large-scale phenomena often seen in hearts is usually called one-way con-
duction block. This occurs when a wavefront runs into a piece of tissue which is re-
fractory. The wavefront cannot propagate through this tissue. Instead it propagates
through the surrounding tissue. By the time the wavefront re-encounters the refractory
patch, this tissue has recovered and allows propagation in the reverse direction. This
is illustrated in Figure 4-5. The term 'one-way conduction block' is somewhat of a
misnomer. The tissue does not constrain the wave to propagate unidirectionally. It is
the time delay between the first and second encounter of the wave with the recovering
tissue which determines the propagation of the wave, not the direction in which the
wave is traveling.
Another phenomenon which is often seen in real hearts is alternans. A heart with
alternans exhibits conduction patterns which alternate between successive beats. This
is caused by pieces of tissue with abnormally high refractory periods. If this tissue is
excited in one heart-beat, it will not have recovered by the time the next heart-beat
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Figure 4-5 Illustration of one-way conduction block.
(a) (b)
(d) (e)
(n)
(C)
()
(1)
The plane wave seen in (a) cannot propagate through the refractory medium. The
wavefront thus breaks in two (b). In (c) one can see that the patch with abnormally
high refractory period is starting to recover. As the wavefront curls around the obstacle
in (d), one can see that the wavefront will encounter newly excitable tissue through
which it can begin to propagate backwards. At first the wavefront curls into this tissue
in the form of two spirals (e). These two spiral arns soon join to form one wavefront
propagating backwards through the medium (f). This wavefront continues to fill the
previously refractory region (g), getting smoother in the process (h). Finally, one
can see that this new wavefront can propagate backwards through the entire medium
(i).
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propagates through this area. As a result, the wavefront must take a different path,
leading to a slightly different heart-beat than the previous one. By the time the next
beat traverses the heart, the tissue with the long refractory period has recovered, and
this third beat is very similar to the first beat. Thus the pattern repeats itself. More
complex patterns of variation between several slightly different heart-beats also occur.
4.2.2 Wavefront Fractionation
One phenomenon which can often lead to dangerous conduction patterns is wavefront
fractionation. This occurs when a wavefront is propagating through the refractory
wake of the previous wavefront. One instance in which this type of behavior arises
is when the heart rate is very high. Due to the dispersion of refractoriness, the
medium encountered by the wavefront contains many obstacles and regions of varying
excitability. The wavefront breaks up and propagates around these obstacles. As parts
of the tissue recover the wavefront can curl backwards and propagate back through
tissue it has already passed through (see Figure 4-6). The increased tendency of tissue
with a high dispersion of refractoriness to cause wavefront fractionation is part of the
reason why large non-uniformities in the refractory period are undesirable.
4.2.3 Reentry and Ventricular Fibrillation
The final large-scale conduction phenomenon I wish to discuss is reentry. The phe-
nomenon of reentry is quite complex. It starts with one-way conduction block. The
wavefront cannot propagate through a region of elevated refractory period, e.g.,
ischemic tissue. By the time the wavefront reaches the opposite side of this tissue
it has recovered sufficiently for the wavefront to propagate backwards through the tis-
sue. If this tissue is also characterized by an elevated excitation threshold and a high
dispersion of refractoriness, the wavefront will propagate slowly through the tissue. It
will also fractionate. By the time this wave reaches the opposite end of the ischemic
patch, it is feasible that the surrounding healthy tissue has recovered sufficiently for
the backwards-traveling wave to continue to propagate. As the wave travels around
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Figure 4-6 The fractionation of a wavefront.
(a) (b) (c)
The wavefront in (a) is propagating through uniform, resting tissue. The result is a
smooth plane wave. The medium is being rapidly paced. It also has a high dispersion
of refractory periods. As a result, there are many islands of completely refractory
medium within the relatively refractory medium in (b). The wavefront can only
propagate through the relatively refractory regions, and thus it fractionates at the
boundaries of the islands. The shape of the wavefront becomes distorted. As seen
in the upper right-hand side of (c), it is possible for a piece of the wavefront to
become isolated and propagate backwards through an area of tissue that the rest of
the wavefront has already passed. It can occur that this wavefront piece encounters
enough partially recovered tissue that it can act as a source for a new wavefront
propagating through the entire heart.
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the heart, it can re-encounter the ischemic tissue, and the pattern can repeat itself.
The period of this circulating wavefront is usually much shorter than that of the nor-
mal heart-beat. It is called ventricular tachycardia (VT). The normal heart-beat is
basically eliminated since it can't propagate into the refractory tissue left behind by
the circulating wavefront. Since the effective heart-rate is much higher than normal,
VT can lead to further wavefront fractionation. This can eventually lead to a dis-
organized pattern of small wavefronts propagating in different directions. Although
each element is still behaving according to normal excitation and conduction rules,
the different parts of the heart are no longer synchronized. This phenomenon, called
ventricular fibrillation (VF) is very dangerous, and leads to death within minutes.
VT, although not extremely dangerous in itself, is a primary cause of VF, and as such
it is very dangerous.
The progression from normal heart-beat to reentrant VT and on to VF is illus-
trated in Figures 4-7 and 4-8.
In (a) the wavefront propagates through partially refractory medium. There is
some fractionation as the wavefront encounters refractory islands. In the center of
the figure, one can see a square of medium with an abnormally high mean refractory
period and an abnormally low plane wave conduction speed. It is this square of
medium with abnormal electric properties which will lead the wave to form a reentrant
loop, and eventually degenerate into a pattern resembling ventricular fibrillation. (b)
The square patch contains too much refractory medium for the bulk of the wavefront
to propagate through it. However, one can see that small pieces of the wavefront have
entered the square patch. They will soon extinguish themselves. (c) The wavefront
has traveled around the corners of the square. One can already see that the left
portion of the wavefront will propagate into the square region. (d) A small piece
of the wavefront has broken off from the rest of the wavefront. This small piece
will propagate backwards and act as a seed for an entirely new wavefront. (e) It
is evident that the wavefront will propagate backwards through the entire medium.
(f) The new wavefront almost looks like it originated from a point source in the
lower left-hand corner of the square. This makes sense since it really did originate
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Figure 4-7 Illustration of the progressive breakup of a reentrant wavefront.
(a) (b)
(d) (0)
(9) (h)
(C)
(f)
(I)
Frames (a)-(i) are illustrated in this figure. Frames (j)-(r) are illustrated in Figure 4-
8. The figures are described in further detail in the main text.
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Figure 4-8 Continuation of Figure 4-7.
(j) (k)
(M) (n)
(p) (q)
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(I)
(0)
(r)
from a very small piece of wavefront in (d). (g) The wavefront can only propagate
with difficulty through the relatively refractory medium which still has a fairly high
excitation threshold. As a result, the wavefront has broken into several pieces. (h)
These wavefront pieces act as seeds for their own large-scale wavefronts. (i) The
different wavefront pieces have combined to form a single wave propagating upwards
towards the top of the figure. Since the medium in this part of the figure is mostly
recovered, the wavefront shape is fairly smooth. The wavefronts at the bottom of the
figure are more fractionated since they are propagating around refractory islands. (j)
The medium at the bottom of the figure recovers, and the wavefronts get smoother.
One can see that the bulk of the wavefronts will soon extinguish each other. (k) A
small part of the wavefront has survived and is propagating backwards again. Notice
that the wavefront is propagating backwards through normal medium, whereas the first
reentrant loop originated in the square region with abnormal excitation-conduction
parameters. (1) This wavefront has again acted as a seed for a new macroscopic
wave. As before, the wave has several independent components. (m) The wavefront
retraces steps similar to those in (k). We are thus dealing with a self-sustaining
reentrant process. (n) The wavefront fractionates more severely than before. There
are many disorganized parts. (o) As these different wavefronts propagate, one cannot
recognize any correlation between different parts of the medium. This is thus an
analog of ventricular fibrillation. (p) There is an attempt to create a normal plane
wave propagating from the top of the medium. (q) The plane wave is surrounded
by too much refractory medium and extinguishes itself. In fact, one can see that at
any instant a majority of the medium is refractory. It would thus be very difficult to
create an organized pattern of conduction simply by pacing a normal rhythm into the
medium. (r) The wavefronts continue to evolve without visible correlation between
different parts of the medium.
As described above, our simulator exhibits many of the phenomena associated
with wavefront propagation in hearts. Hopefully, this is an indication that it will also
respond to experiments with intervention with intent to restore the normal heart-beat
in a way which is similar to that of real heart tissue. this would make the simulator
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very useful as a tool for studying cardiac electrophysiology.
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Chapter 5
Summary and Conclusions
In the preceding chapters I have described the development of a cellular automata
(CA) model of cardiac conduction. The basic assumption in this model is that the
heart tissue can be broken up into macroscopic, homogeneous chunks of tissue. The
propagation of excitation waves in this medium can thus be thought of solely in terms
of the interactions between these discrete pieces of tissue. The efficiency of this CA
approach allowed us to model the propagation of electrical excitation in the whole
heart.
One problem often encountered in CA simulations of wave propagation is that the
discretization of the medium leads to wavefronts which are polygonal and clearly un-
realistic. We took several measures to prevent this type of anisotropy. We devised an
algorithm in which each element in the model interacts with an extended neighbor-
hood of about 100 other elements during a single model time-step, under the control
of a probabilistic process. The use of these essentially non-deterministic interaction
rules leads to wavefront propagation which is isotropic when averaged over space and
time.
The parameters governing the conduction of the excitation wavefronts in our model
are completely determined by the physical parameters of the tissue being modeled. We
have assumed that the diffusion coefficient is constant throughout myocardial tissue.
Each element can then be assigned a speed which corresponds to the plane wave speed
with which a wave would travel if the medium were completely composed of elements
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of one type. The specification of this speed constrains the excitation variables in our
model to take on specific values. The interactions between different elements are thus
determined by the actual physiologic properties of the tissue.
The elements in our model can exist in four different states. The first state repres-
ents excited cardiac tissue. It can excite other elements in its extended neighborhood.
After its active state duration has expired an active element will switch to the abso-
lutely refractory state. This state represents recovering heart tissue whose excitation
threshold is so high that it cannot be re-excited under physiologic circumstances.
After a while the excitation threshold will decrease sufficiently that the element can
potentially be re-excited if it is surrounded by a sufficient number of active elements.
This state is called the relatively refractory state. It has different electrophysiological
properties from resting tissue, and must thus be distinguished from it. If the element
is not re-excited while it is in the relatively refractory state, it will eventually turn
into completely recovered tissue.
The use of these four states as well as the incorporation of certain physiologic
responses to different excitation patterns allowed us to model a variety of commonly
seen cardiac conduction patterns. Among these phenomena are wavefront propagation
at different speeds in ischemic and infarcted tissue, curvature-dependent wave speeds,
one-way conduction block, wavefront fractionation, and the simulation of reentrant
wavefronts which degrade into patterns resembling ventricular fibrillation.
The flexibility and speed, as well as the details included in this program will make
it very useful as a model for analyzing different theories concerning the propagation
of waves in heart tissue. The simulator can also be used as a tool for the testing of
new types of anti-arrhythmic pacing. It thus has the potential to both increase our
understanding of the physical processes underlying cardiac conduction and to aid in the
development of new procedures for counteracting or preventing electrical disturbances
in the heart.
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Appendix A
The Simulator Code
This appendix contains most of the computer code used in the programming of the
simulator.
A.1 Arrow.h
This file defines the element, the basic unit of the model
D 1.1
SPEED 51
EXCITABLE 0
ACTIVE 1
REFRACTORY 2
RELREF -1
MAXPROB 0xFF
MAXWIN 800
// Diffusion coefficient in cm^2/sec
// Conduction speed in cm / sec
//Maximum value for interaction probability
# define LIMCNT 500 // Limit diastolic interval for no change in refractory
// period due to pacing interval (in msec)
# define MAXSPEED 100 // Maximum propagation speed attainable by simulator in
// cm / sec
# define MAXRAD 10
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define
define
define
define
define
define
define
define
*
1*
extern int thresh [(MAXSPEED + 1)];
extern float rads [(MAXSPEED + 1)];
extern short loc.prob [(MAXSPEED + 1)][256];
extern int state-timers[3];
extern int limcnt, *ratio, delta, diff, ischspeed, minsq;
class Element {
char curstate, nextstate;
unsigned short cnt;
unsigned char size, excit, loc.thresh;
Element *left, *right, *front, *back;
short *p;
char isch;
unsigned short timer, tau, baseref;
friend void put-ds (void);
friend void updateds (void);
friend void do-print (int cnt);
public:
Element (void) {
isch = 0; cnt = 1000; curstate = EXCITABLE;
}
inline void set-links (Element *base, int edge-x, int edge-y);
void init-dummy (void) { locthresh = 255; }
int get.baseref() {return baseref;}
void set-baseref(int val) {baseref = val;}
void set-timer(int val) {timer = val;}
void reset-excit() {excit = 0;}
void set-tau(int val) {tau = val;}
inline void make- ischemic(int ischthr, int ischsize, int ischspeed,
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int locmean, int locsd);
void set-ref-timeo;
int state.is() {return curstate;}
void activate() {nextstate = ACTIVE; timer = statetimers [ACTIVEJ;}
void set.lsp(int speed) {loc-thresh = thresh[speed];
p = loc-prob[speed];
size = (int)(rads[speed]) + 1;}
inline void recover (int speed);
void make-refractory-edge() {nextstate = REFRACTORY; timer = baseref;}
void check.recovery.level(int speed);
void updateO {curstate = nextstate; excit = 0; ++cnt;
if ((curstate == ACTIVE) && timer)
printf ("timer %d\n",timer);}
void spiraljinit() {curstate = REFRACTORY; nextstate = EXCITABLE;
timer = statetimers[EXCITABLE] + 1;}
void check-prob(short *a);
void refractory-updateo;
void relref-updateo;
void inner.loop(int i, int j, int thresh_1, short *a);
void check-neighborhoodo;
void active-updateo;
extern Element *lattice;
inline void Element::recover(int speed)
{
nextstate = EXCITABLE;
set-lsp(speed);
}
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inline void Element::set-ref-time 0
{
int v;
if (cnt >= limcnt) {
timer = baseref;
}
else {
v = *(ratio + ((int)(200 * (limcnt - cnt) * 1.0 / tau)));
timer = baseref - (int)(delta * (1.0 - v * 1.0 / 400.0));
}
cnt = 0;
}
inline void Element::checkrecoverylevel (int speed)
{
if ((timer == (int)(0.6667 * diff)) && (nextstate == RELREF))
set.sp((int)(0.9 * speed + 0.5));
if ((timer == (int)(0.333 * diff)) && (nextstate == RELREF))
set.lsp((int)(0.95 * speed + 0.5));
}
inline void Element: :check..prob (short *a)
{
static unsigned int m;
static char *r = (char *)(&m) + 2;
if (*a == 0) return;
if (*a < 0) {
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if (++excit >= loc-thresh) {
activateo;
if (state-iso)
if (!isch) set-lsp(SPEED);
else setjlsp(ischspeed);
}
return;
}
m = rando;
m = (unsigned char) *r;
if (*a > m) {
if (++excit >= loc-thresh) {
activateo;
if (state-iso)
if (!isch) set-lsp(SPEED);
else setjlsp(ischspeed);
}
}
}
inline void Element::refractory-update()
{
if (timer)
if (--timer <= diff)
{nextstate = RELREF; set-lsp(int(O.85 * SPEED +0.5));}
}
inline void Element::relref-update()
{
if (timer) --timer;
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if (!timer && (nextstate == RELREF)) recover(SPEED);
}
inline void Element::active-update()
{
check.neighborhoodo;
if (timer) -- timer;
else {nextstate = REFRACTORY; set-ref.timeo;}
}
inline void Element::innerloop(int i, int j, int thresh_1, short *a)
{
short *ap;
if (((i * i + j * j) <= minsq) || (loc.thresh == thresh_1))
checkprob(a);
else {if (i < 0) ap = p + (-i << 4 | j;
else ap = p + (i << 4 1 j);
checkprob(ap);
}
}
inline void Element::check.neighborhood()
{
Element *s;
short *a;
int i, j;
s = this;
a = p + ((size << 4 I size) + 16);
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for (i = 1; i <= size; ++i) {s = s->back; s = s->left;}
for (i = -size; i <= size; ++i) {
if (i <= 0) a -= 16; else a += 16;
for (j = size; j > 0; -- j) {
if ((s->curstate <= 0) && (s->nextstate <= 0))
s->inner§loop(i, j, loc-thresh, a);
//printf ("%5d", *a);
--a;
s = s->right;
}
for (j = 0; j <= size; ++j) {
if ((s->curstate <= 0) && (s->nextstate <= 0))
s->innerjloop(i, j, loc-thresh, a);
//printf ("%5d", *a);
++a;
s = s->right;
}
--a;
++i;
if (i > size) break;
if (i <= 0) a -= 16; else a += 16;
s = s->left->front;
//printf("\n");
for (j = size; j > 0; -- j) {
if ((s->curstate <= 0) && (s->nextstate <= 0))
s->inner_loop(i, j, loc-thresh, a);
//printf ("X5d", *a);
--a;
s = s->left;
}
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for (j = 0; j <= size; ++j) {
if ((s->curstate <= 0) && (s->nextstate <= 0))
s->inner.loop(i, j, loc-thresh, a);
//printf ("%5d", *a);
++a;
s = s->left;
}
--a;
s = s->right->front;
//printf("\n");
}
//printf ("\n\n\n\n");
}
inline void Element::make-ischemic (int ischthr, int ischsize, int ischspeed,
int locmean, int locsd)
{
loc-thresh = ischthr;
isch = 1;
size = ischsize;
p = loc-prob[ischspeed];
if (baseref > (locmean + 3 * locsd))
baseref = 2 * (locmean + 3 * locsd) - baseref;
if (baseref < (locmean - 3 * locsd))
baseref = 2 * (locmean - 3 * locsd) - baseref;
}
inline void Element::setlinks (Element *base, int edge-x, int edge.y)
{
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int i, j, index1, index2;
for (i = 0; i < edgex; ++i) {
for (j = 0; j < (edge.y + 2 * MAXRAD); ++j) {
index1 = (j * edge.x) + i;
index2 = index1 - 1;
if (i > 0) (base + indexl)->left = (base + index2);
else (base + indexl)->left = (base + index1 + edgex - 1);
index2 = index1 + 1;
if (i < (edgex - 1)) (base + index1)->right = (base + index2);
else (base + indexl)->right = (base + index1 - edge.x + 1);
index2 = (j + 1) * edgex + i;
if (j < (edge.y + 2 * MAXRAD - 1))
(base + indexl)->front = (base + index2);
else (base + indexl)->front = NULL;
index2 = (j - 1) * edgex + i;
if (j > 0) (base + indexl)->back = (base + index2);
else (base + indexl)->back = NULL;
}
}
}
A.2 init.cc
This file initializes the lattice. It sets up many of the interactions between elements.
# define MAXRAD 10
# include <stdio.h>
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# include <math.h>
# include <stdlib.h>
# include <iostream.h>
# include "XButtons.h"
# include "color.h"
# include "Arrow.h"
extern int MEANA, MEANB, TABS, STDEV, DELTA, TAUA, TAUB, PACESTART;
extern int PACEX, PACEY, HEARTX, HEARTY;
extern float HEARTRATE, ACTTIME, ECTRATE, PACERATE;
extern int wave;
static char *ps-file;
static long idum = (-13); // used for set-ref-time
extern int state-timers[3];
short loc-prob [(MAXSPEED + 1)] [256];
extern float rads [(MAXSPEED + 1)];
extern int thresh [(MAXSPEED + 1)];
int *ratio; //scaled vals for s->cnt/s->tau
Element *lattice;
extern float length, step;
extern unsigned int n;
extern int edge.x, edge.y, meana, meanb, thr, stdev;
extern int delta, taua, taub, interval;
extern int tabs, diff, minsq, limcnt;
int ischspeed, ischsize, ischthr;
int ectinterval;
double ellipse-prob(int xmin, int ymin, float xrad, float yrad);
void init-lattice (void);
void calc-prob (void);
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double circle.prob (int xmin, int ymin, float rad);
void calc-ref.arrays (void);
void correlate (Element *te,int lim-x,int lim-y,int sd, int ma, int mb);
float gasdev (long *idum);
float rani (long *idum);
void addischemic (void);
void init-circle (int x, int y);
void init.plane (void);
void init-rotor (void);
void eval-next-state (Element *s);
void updateds (void);
void calc-taus (Element *te, int lim-x, int lim-y, int ta, int tb);
void calc-consts (void);
int ror (float x);
void make-rads (void);
void init-lattice(void)
{
/* Initialize the lattice */
int i, j, index1, index2, var;
printf ("Entering calcprob\n");
calc-probo;
for (i = 0; i < n; ++i) {lattice[i].recover(SPEED);}
correlate((lattice + MAXRAD * edgex), edge-x, edge.y,stdev, meana, meanb);
for (i = 0; i < n; ++i) {
if ((var = lattice[i].get.baseref()) > (meana + 3 * stdev)) {
lattice[i].set-baseref (2*(meana+3*stdev) - var);
}
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if (vari < (meanb - 3 * stdev)){
lattice[i].set-baseref(2 * (meanb - 3 * stdev) - varn);
}
}
lattice[0].setlinks(lattice, edge.x, edgey);
calctaus(lattice, edge.x, edgey + 2, taua, taub);
calc-ref.arrays();
putchar ('\n');
addischemic(;
for (i = 0; i < (MAXRAD * edgex); ++i) {
lattice[i].initdummy(;
lattice[n-i].init-dummy(;
}
}
void calc-consts(void) // This function scales the input values and determines
// the values of parameters used by the program
{
float val2, rad;
int i, size;
state-timers [ACTIVE] = (int)(ACTTIME / (step * 1000) - 0.5);
printf ("Active state duration is %d time steps\n", state-timers[ACTIVE]);
printf ("Radius = %6.4f\n", rads[SPEED]);
printf ("Threshold = %d\n", thresh [SPEED]);;
limcnt = ror(LIMCNT / (1000 * step) + 0.5);
printf ("limcnt = %d\n", limcnt);
edge-x = (int)(HEARTX * 1.0 I length + 0.5);
edge.y = (int)(HEARTY * 1.0 / length + 0.5);
printf("The edge is Xd by %d lattice units\n", edge-x, edge-y);
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n = edge.x * edgey + edgex * 2 * MAXRAD;
printf ("n = %d\n", n);
lattice = new Element [n];
printf("There are %d Elements in this lattice\n", n);
meana = (int)(MEANA * 0.001 / step + 0.5);
printf ("Mean ref time at apex is %d timesteps\n", meana);
meanb = (int)(MEANB * 0.001 / step + 0.5);
printf ("Mean ref time at base is %d timesteps\n", meanb);
tabs = (int)(TABS * .001 / step + 0.5);
printf ("Relative refractory period is %d timesteps\n", tabs);
diff = (int)(0.5 * (meana + meanb) + 0.5) - tabs;
printf ("diff = %d\n", diff);
stdev = (int)(STDEV * 0.001 / step + 0.5);
printf (" The standard dev is %d time units\n", stdev);
delta = (int)(DELTA * 0.001 / step + 0.5);
printf ("The maximum change in ref time is %d time units\n", delta);
taua = (int)(TAUA * 0.001 / step + 0.5);
printf("Taua is %d time units\n", taua);
taub = (int)(TAUB * 0.001 / step + 0.5);
printf("Taub is %d time units \n", taub);
printf("Heartrate = %f\n", HEARTRATE);
interval = (int)((60.0 / (HEARTRATE * step)) + 0.5);
printf("Time interval is %d\n", interval);
printf("Ectopic interval is %d\n", ect.interval);
minsq = int (rads [1] * rads [1]);
printf ("minsq = %3d\n", minsq);
printf("PACEX = %d\n", PACEX);
printf("PACEY = %d\n", PACEY);
}
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void calctaus(Element *te, int lim-x, int limy, int ta, int tb)
// This function calculates the time constants for the change of refractory
// period of anElement te with pacing rate. lim refers to the distance between
// the two extreme values of the time constant, ta and tb.
{
int i, j;
for (i = 0; i < limx; ++i) {
for (j = 0; j < limy; ++j) {
(te + (j * edgex + i))->set-tau((int)(1.0*j/(lim-y-1)
* tb + 1.0 * (limy-1-j) /(lim-y-1)* ta));
}
}
for (te = (lattice+((lim-y-)*edgex)); te < (lattice + n); ++te) {
te->settau(tb);
}
}
void calc-refarrays(void)
// This function calculates an array which is used in the determination of
// refractory periods of rapidly paced Elements.
{
int i;
ratio = new int [300];
for (i = 0; i < 300; ++i) {
ratio[i] = (int)(400 * exp(-(i*1.0) / 200.0));
}
}
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void calc.prob(void)
// This function creates the look-up-tables for the interaction probabilities
// between various Elements in the lattice.
{
int speed, size, x, y;
printf ("maxprob = %d\n", MAXPROB);
size = int (rads [MAXSPEED]) + 1;
for (speed = 1; speed <= MAXSPEED; ++speed) {
for (x = 0; x <= size; ++x) {
for (y = 0; y <= size; ++y) {
loc.prob [speed] [x << 4 1 y] =
int (MAXPROB * (circleprob (x, y, (rads [speed] +
1.0))));
if (locprob [speed] [x << 4 | y] == MAXPROB)
locprob [speed] [x << 4 I y] = -1;
}
}
}
printf ("exiting calcprob\n");
}
double circleprob(int xmin, int ymin, float rad)
// This function calculates circular probability interactions given the
// coordinates of the stimulatedElement with respect to the excited
// Element (xmin, ymin) and the radius of the interaction region (rad).
{
double termi, term2, term3, term4, term5, term6;
int temp;
double xmax, cprob;
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double expt;
cprob = 0;
if ((xmin*xmin + ymin*ymin) >= rad*rad)
return (0);
if (((xmin+1)*(xmin+1) + (ymin+1)*(ymin+1)) < rad*rad)
return (1);
if (xmin > ymin){
temp = xmin;
xmin = ymin;
ymin = temp;
}
expt = xmin;
if (sqrt(rad * rad - xmin * xmin) > (ymin + 1)) {
cprob = sqrt(rad * rad - (ymin + 1) * (ymin + 1)) - xmin;
expt = cprob + xmin;
}
if ((xmin + 1) > sqrt(rad * rad - ymin * ymin))
xmax = sqrt(rad * rad - ymin * ymin);
else
xmax = xmin + 1;
termi = xmax * sqrt(rad * rad - xmax * xmax) / 2;
term2 = -1 * expt * sqrt(rad * rad - expt * expt) / 2;
term3 = -1 * rad * rad * acos(xmax / rad) / 2;
term4 = 1 * rad * rad * acos(expt / rad) / 2;
term5 = -1 * ymin * xmax;
term6 = ymin * expt;
return (cprob + term1 + term2 + term3 + term4 + term5 + term6);
}
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void correlate (Element *te, int lim-x,int limy,int sd, int ma, int mb)
// This function correlates the refractory times of the Elements in a square of
// side lim with te located in one corner. sd is the standard deviation of
// the Gaussian distribution of refractory times. ma and mb refer to the mean
// values of the refractory time at the apex and base of the heart respectively.
{
int i, j, m, mean, vari;
float 1;
Element *s;
unsigned char size;
size = MAXRAD;
1 = 1.0 * size;
for (i 0; i < limx; ++i)
for (j = 0; j < (limy); ++j) {
(te + (j * edgex + i))->set-baseref(0);
}
for (i = 0; i < limx; i += size)
for (j = 0; j < (lim-y); j += size) {
s = te + (j * edgex + i);
mean = ror(j * 1.0 / (1.0 * (limy - 1))* (ma - mb) + mb);
s->set.baseref(ror(gasdev(&idum)*sd + mean));
if (((lim-x - 1) % size) != 0) {
i = limx - 1;
for (j = 0; j < (limy); j += size) {
s = te + (j * edgex + i);
mean = ror(j * 1.0 / (1.0 * (limy - 1))* (ma - mb) + mb);
s->set-baseref(ror(gasdev(&idum)*sd + mean));
}
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}if (((limy - 1) % size) != 0) {
j = limy - 1;
for ( i = 0; i < lim-x; i += size) {
s = te + (j * edge.x + i);
s->set.baseref(ror(gasdev(&idum)*sd + ma));
}
if (((limy - 1) % size) != 0) {
s = te + (j * edge.x + lim-y - 1);
s->set-baseref(ror(gasdev(&idum)*sd + ma));
}
}
for (m = 1; m < size; ++m) {
for (j = m; j < (lim.y); j += size)
for (i = 0; i < lim-x; i += size) {
if ((j + size - m) < lim.y) {
vari = (j + size - m) * edge.x + i;
vari = ror(m*1.0/l* ((te+(vari))->get.baseref()));
(te + (j * edge.x + i))->set-baseref(varl);
}
else {
vari = (lim-y - 1) * edge-x + i;
vari = ror(m * 1.0 / 1 * (te + varl)->get.baseref 0);
(te+(j*edge.x+i))->set-baseref(vari);
}
var1 = (j - m) * edge.x + i;
vari = ror((l - m) * 1.0 / 1 * (te + vari)->get-baseref());
(te+(j*edgex+i))->set-baseref
((te+j*edge.x+i)->get.baseref() + vari);
}
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}for (m = 1; m < size; ++m) {
for (j = m; j < (lim.y); j += size) {
i = limx - 1;
if ((j + size - m) < lim-y) {
vari = (j - m + size) * edge.x + i;
vari = ror(m * 1.0 / 1 * (te + varl)->get-baserefo);
(te+(j*edge-x+i))->set-baseref(varl);
}
else {
vari = (lim-y - 1) * edgex + i;
vari = ror(m * 1.0 / 1 * (te + vari)->get-baseref();
(te+(j*edge-x+i))->set-baseref(varl);
}
vari = (j - m) * edgex + i;
vari = ror((1 - m) * 1.0 / 1 * (te + vari)->getbaseref());
(te+(j*edgex+i))->set.baseref((te+j*edge-x+i)->getbaserefo+varl);
}
for (m = 1; m < (size); ++m) {
for (i = m; i < lim-x; i += size)
for (j = 0; j < (lim-y); ++j) {
if ((i + size - m) < limx) {
vari = j * edgex + i + size - m;
vari = ror(m * 1.0 / 1 * (te + varl)->getbaseref());
(te + (j * edgex + i))->set-baseref(varl);
}
else {
vari = j * edgex + lim-x - 1;
vari = ror(m * 1.0 / 1 * (te + varl)->get-baseref());
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(te+(j*edgex+i))->set-baseref(vari);
}
vari = j * edge.x + i - m;
vari = ror((l - m) * 1.0 / 1 * (te + varl)->get.baseref));
(te+(j*edge-x+i))->set-baseref((te+j*edge.x+i)->getbaseref()
+ vari);
}
}
}
void add-ischemic(void)
// This function adds an ischemic region to the lattice. This is done by
// assigning different parameter values over a certain region of the model.
{
Element *te;
int i, j, locsd, locmean;
float rad, temp;
locsd = 0; //in msec 91
locmean = 450; I/in msec 450
locsd = ror(locsd * 0.001 / step); I/in time units
locmean = ror(locmean * 0.001 / step); /in time units
te = lattice + (170 * edge.x + 150); // 170 * edge-x
ischspeed = 29; // in cm/sec 29
ischsize = (int)(rads[ischspeed]) + 1;
ischthr = thresh [ischspeed];
printf ("Ischsize = %d\n", ischsize);
printf("Ischemic threshold is %d\n", ischthr);
correlate(te, 151, 351, locsd, locmean, locmean); // different ref times
for (i = 0; i <= 150; ++i) {
for (j = 0; j <= 350; ++j) {
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(te+i+j*edgex)->make-.ischemic(ischthr, ischsize, ischspeed,
locmean, locsd);
}
}
}
void init.circle(int x, int y)
// This function is used to initiate a circularly spreading wave.
{
Element *te, *le;
int i, j, m, size;
char *r = (char *)(&m) + 2;
size = (int)(rads[SPEED] + 1);
te = (lattice + (y * edge-x + x));
m = randO;
m = (unsigned char) *r;
i = 0;
j = 0;
if (((loc.prob [SPEED] [i << 4 | ji >= m) II
(locprob [SPEED][i << 4 | j] < 0))) {
te->activateO;
}
for (i = 0; i <= size; ++i) {
for (j = 1; j <= size; ++j) {
m = rando;
m = (unsigned char) *r;
if ((loc.prob[SPEED][i<<41j] >= m) ||
(locprob[SPEED][i << 4 I j] < 0)) {
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(te + (i+j*edgex))->activateo;
if (((te + (i + j* edge-x))->state-is() ! EXCITABLE)) {
(te + (i + j * edge-x))->set-lsp(SPEED);
}
}
m = rand 0;
m = (unsigned char) *r;
if ((locprob[SPEED][i<<4|j] >= m) ||
(loc-prob [SPEED] Li << 4 1 j] < 0)) {
(te + (-j+i*edge-x))->activate(;
if (((te+(-j+i*edge-x))->stateis() EXCITABLE)) {
(te+(-j+i*edgex))->setlsp(SPEED);
}
}
m = rand 0;
m = (unsigned char) *r;
if ((loc-prob[SPEED][i<<4|jj >= m) ||
(loc-prob [SPEED] [i << 4 I j] < 0)) {
(te + (-i-j*edge-x))->activate(;
if (((te+(-i-j*edgex))->stateis() ! EXCITABLE)) {
(te+(-i-j*edge-x))->set-lsp(SPEED);
}
}
m = rand (;
m = (unsigned char) *r;
if ((locprob[SPEED] [i<<4j] >= m) ||
(loc.prob [SPEED] [i << 4 I j] < 0)) {
(te + (j-i*edgex))->activate(;
if (((te+(j-i*edge-x))->stateis() ! EXCITABLE)) {
(te+(j-i*edge-x))->set.lsp(SPEED);
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}
}
}
}
void init.plane (void)
// This function initiates a plane wave at the top edge of the lattice.
{
int a;
for (a
a
if
= (n - (10 + MAXRAD) * edge.x);
< (n - (1 + MAXRAD) * edgex); ++a) {
(lattice[a].state-is() <= 0) {
lattice[a] .activateo;
lattice[a].set-lsp(SPEED);
}
}
}
void init-plane.x (void);
void init-plane-x (void)
// This function initiates a plane wave at the side of the lattice.
{
int i, j;
for (i = 0; i <= 10; ++i)
for (j = MAXRAD; j <= edge-y + MAXRAD; ++j) {
if (lattice[j*edge-x+i].state-is() <= 0) {
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lattice[j*edgex+i].activateO;
lattice[j*edgex+i].set-lsp(SPEED);
}
}
for (i = edgex - 20; i <= edge.x; ++i)
for (j = 0; j <= edge.y + MAXRAD; ++j) {
lattice[j*edgex+i].makerefractory.edgeo;
}
}
void eval-next-state (Element *s);
void init-rotor(void)
// This function can be used to initiate a rotor wave. Its method for doing so
// is very non-physiologic.
{
int i, j, size;
Element *te, *le;
initplanex 0;
wave = 3;
size = (int)(rads[SPEED] + 1);
for(; (lattice[edge-y / 2 * (edgex + 1)].state-is() ! ACTIVE);) {
for (te = lattice+(edge-x*MAXRAD),
le = lattice+n-edge-x*MAXRAD; te<le;++te)
if (te->stateis() != REFRACTORY)
eval-next-state (te);
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update.dso;
for (j = 0; j < n; ++j) {
if (lattice[j].stateis() == RELREF) {
lattice[j].checkrecoverylevel(SPEED);
}
lattice[j].updateo;
}
}
for (i = 0; i < edgex; ++i) {
for (j = 0; j < (edge-y/2); ++j) {
lattice[(j * edgex) + i].spiralinito;
}
}
}
int
{
ror(float x)
if (fmod(x, 1.0) >= 0.5) {
return ((int)(x + 1.0));
}
else
return ((int) (x));
}
A.3 tarray.cc
This file calculates the excitation threshold and neighborhood size of an element based
on the plane wave propagation speed.
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// This function calculates arrays of the interaction radius and threshold
// values for different speeds ranging from 1 to MAXSPEED cm / sec. The
// threshold values are scaled, using the assumption that a very close
// Element will have an interaction strenght of MAXPROB.
# include <stdio.h>
# include <math.h>
# include <stdlib.h>
# include "Arrow.h"
float rads [MAXSPEED + 1];
int thresh [MAXSPEED + 1];
extern float length;
extern float step;
void calc-radii (void);
void calc-thresh-vals (void);
void calc-radii (void)
{
int speed;
float temp;
for (speed = 1; speed <= MAXSPEED; ++speed) {
temp = D + speed * speed * step / 6.0;
rads [speed] = sqrt (6 * step / (length * length) * temp);
}
}
void calc.thresh..vals (void)
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{
float temp, alpha;
int speed;
for (speed = 1; speed <= MAXSPEED; ++speed) {
temp = speed * step / (rads [speed] * length);
alpha = 2 * acos (temp);
temp = alpha - sin (alpha);
temp = rads [speed] * rads [speed] / 2 * temp;
thresh [speed] = int (temp + 0.5);
}
printf("R = %f, K = Xf,\n", rads[SPEED], thresh[SPEED]);
}
A.4 arrow.cc
This file contains the main loop of the simulator.
# define MAXRAD 10
# include <stdio.h>
# include <math.h>
# include <stdlib.h>
# include <iostream.h>
# include "Arrow.h"
# include "plotX.h"
int wave;
char *movie, *params;
static long idum = (-13);
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int state.timers[3] = {0, 0, 4};
extern short loc-prob [(MAXSPEED + 1)] [256];
extern float rads [(MAXSPEED + 1)];
extern int thresh [(MAXSPEED + 1)];
extern int *ratio; //scaled vals for s->cnt/s->tau
extern Element *lattice;
float length;
float step;
unsigned int n;
int edge.x, edge-y, meana, meanb, thr, tabs, diff;
int interval, stdev, delta, taua, taub;
int minsq;
int limcnt;
int maxit = -1;
extern int ischspeed, ischsize, ischthr;
extern int ectjinterval;
extern int MEANA, MEANB, TABS, STDEV, DELTA, TAUA, TAUB, PACESTART;
extern int PACEX, PACEY, HEARTX, HEARTY;
extern float HEARTRATE, ACTTIME, ECTRATE, PACERATE;
void init-circle (int x, int y);
void init-plane (void);
void init-lattice (void);
void init-rotor (void);
int beat (int button);
int next-state (int state, int button);
void put.ds (void);
void eval-next-state (Element *s);
inline void set-ref-time (Element *s);
inline void checkprob (Element *s, short *p);
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void update-ds (void);
void doprint (int cnt);
int startPS (char *, char *);
void getPSsize (int& h, int& w);
void set-pixel (int pi, int px);
void cscan (int len, int col);
void newscan (void);
void endPS (void);
void look.atneighbors (Element *s);
void calc-consts (void);
int nextbeat (int &, float &, float &, int &, int &, int &);
int nextpace (int &, float &, float &, int &, int &, int &);
static char *PS-file;
int nextstate (int state, int button)
// This function controls the reaction of the program to mouse button inputs
// while the program is running.
{
switch (button) {
case 0 :
break;
case LEFTBUTTON :/ stop/start simulation
if (state & 01) // already paused
state &= (~0x1); // clear bottom bit == continue;
else
state 1= 0x1;
break;
case MIDDLEBUTTON
break;
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case RIGHTBUTTON // stop/start display
if (state & 0x2) // already off display
state &= (~0x2); // clear second bit == display
else
state 1= 0x2;
break;
case LEFTBUTTON | CTLMASK : / Print
state 1= Ox4;
break;
case RIGHTBUTTON I CTLMASK : / Exit
state = -1;
break;
}
return state;
}
# define IA 16807
# define IM 2147483647
# define AM (1.0 / IM)
# define IQ 127773
# define IR 2836
# define NTAB 32
# define NDIV (1 + (IM - 1) / NTAB)
# define EPS 1.2e-7
# define RNMX (1.0 - EPS)
float ranl(long *idum);
void scan-lattice (void);
void init-plane-x (void);
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int beat (int button)
// This function is called once per iteration and controls the program
// after initialization.
{
register Element *te, *le
static int state, cnt;
int laststate = state;
int i, j, maxsize, x, y;
// These are the parameters that keep track of the current beat and pace
// patterns. Arbitrarily, there can be one type of beat pattern and one
// type of pace patteren active at any time. For each pattern, the
// parameters are (in order) type, x, y, rate, interval, expiration time
// and start time.
static int pt, pr, pi, pb, ps = 0, pace-start = 0;
static int bt, br, bi, bb, bs = 0, beat-start = 0;
static float px, py, bx, by = 0;
state = next-state (state, button);
printf("\r%d", cnt++);
if (state == -1 || (maxit > 0 && cnt > maxit)) return 0;
if (state & 0x4) {
do-print (cnt);
state &= ~0x4;
}
if ((laststate & 0x2) && ! (state & 0x2))
put-dso;
fflush (stdout);
// ps is the expiration time on the current pacing pattern
if (cnt > ps) {
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// See if there's a new pacing pattern and get its parameters
if (nextpace (pt, px, py, pr, pb, ps)) {
pace-start = pb; // Note when it became active
printf ("new pace: %d, %d\n", pb, pi);
}
if (pr) pi = (int)((60.0 I (pr * step)) + 0.5);
else pace-start = -1; // pacing inactive
}
// bs is the expiration time on the current beat pattern
if (cnt > bs) {
// See if there's a new beat pattern and get its parameters
if (nextbeat (bt, bx, by, br, bb, bs)) beat-start = bb;
if (br) bi = (int)((60.0 / (br * step)) + 0.5);
else beat-start = -1; // beats not active
}
// Initiate a new pace event if there is a pacing pattern active. Note
// that pacing frequency is synchronized against the time at which this
// pattern became active, and the first event for that pattern does not
// occur until one pacing period after activation.
if (pace-start >= 0 && pr &&
cnt != pace-start && ((cnt - pace-start) % pi == 0)) {
switch (pt) {
case 1 : init-circle ((int)((1.0*px*edgex)/(HEARTX*1.0)),
(int)((1.0*py*edgey)/(HEARTY*1.0))); break;
case 2 : initplaneo; break;
case 3 : init-plane.xo; break;
}
printf ("pace: %d\n", cnt);
}
// Initiate a new beat event if there is a beat pattern active. Activation
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// time for beats is the same as that described above for pacing.
if (beat-start >= 0 && br &&
cnt != beat-start && ((cnt - beat-start) % bi == 0))
switch (bt) {
case 1 : init-circle ((int)((1.0*bx*edgex)/(HEARTX*1.0)),
(int)((1.0*by*edge-y)/(HEARTY*1.0))); break;
case 2 : init-plane(; break;
case 3 : init.planexo; break;
}
maxsize = (int)(rads[MAXSPEED] + 0.5);
for (te = lattice+(edge-x*MAXRAD),
le=lattice+n-(edge-x * MAXRAD); te < le; ++te)
if (te->state.iso)
eval-next-state (te);
if (! (state & 0x2)) update.dso;
for (te = lattice, le = lattice + n; te < le; ++te) {
if (te->state-is() == RELREF) { te->check.recovery-level(SPEED);}
te->updateO;
}
te = lattice;
if (movie) scan-lattice 0;
return 1;
}
void eval-next-state (Element *s)
// this function changes the timers of refractory and active elements and
// controls the interactions between active elements and their neighborhoods.
{
int i, j;
short *p, *sp;
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int locsize;
if (s->stateis() == REFRACTORY) {s->refractory.updateo; return;}
if (s->stateis() == RELREF) {s->relrefupdateo; return;}
s->active.updateo;
}
void put-ds (void)
// this function sets up the graphics window if it is not currently being
// updated.
{
register int index1, index2, j;
int wid, hgt;
register int scale-x, scale.y;
register Element *te;
get.screen.size (wid, hgt);
scale-x = hgt / edge-x;
scale-y = wid / edge.y;
for (index1 = 0, te = lattice; index1 < edge.y; ++indexl){
for (index2 = 0; index2 < edgex; ++index2, ++te) {
switch (te->nextstate) {
case ACTIVE : setcolor (RED); break;
case EXCITABLE setcolor (WHITE); break;
case REFRACTORY setcolor (BLUE); break;
case RELREF : setcolor (CORN); break;
default : fprintf (stderr, "color oops!\n");
}
draw.filled..box (index2 * scale..x, (edge..y - index1) * scale..y,
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(index2+1)*scale-x, (edge-y -index1 + 1)*scale-y);
}
}
endploto;
}
void updateds (void)
// this function updates the color (on the screen) of elements that have
// changed states in the last iteration.
{
register int index1, index2, j;
int wid, hgt;
register int scale-x, scale-y;
register Element *te;
get.screen.size (wid, hgt);
scale-x = hgt / edgex;
scale.y = wid / edgey;
for (indexi = 0, te = lattice; index1 < edgey; ++indexl) {
for (index2 = 0; index2 < edgex; ++index2, ++te) {
if (te->curstate == te->nextstate) continue;
switch (te->nextstate) {
case ACTIVE : setcolor (RED); break;
case EXCITABLE setcolor (WHITE); break;
case REFRACTORY setcolor (BLUE); break;
case RELREF : setcolor (CORN);
break;
default : fprintf (stderr, "color oops!\n");
}
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draw-filled-box (index2 * scale-x, (edge.y - index1) * scaley,
(index2+1)*scale-x, (edgey - index1 + 1)*scale-y);
}
endploto;
void do-print (int cnt)
// this function is involved with printing the screen image.
{
int h, w;
int scale;
register Element *te;
register int i, j;
char fname[132];
int scol, scnt;
// return;
// if (PS-file) sprintf (fname, "%sd.ps", PS-file, cnt);
sprintf (fname, "%sYd.ps", movie, cnt);
// if (! startPS (PS-file ? fname : NULL, NULL)) return;
if (! startPS (fname, NULL)) return;
// scale it to a width of 6 inches, height 10 inches, square
// the units returned are per inch
getPS.size (h, w);
// time to deal with the rectangle...
if (edge-x > edge.y) set-pixel (6 * h, edgex);
else set-pixel (6 * h, edgey);
for (i = 0, te = lattice; i < edge.y; ++i) {
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for (j = 0, scnt = 0, scol = -2; j < edgex; ++j, ++te) {
if (te->nextstate == scol) { ++scnt; continue; }
if (scol == -2) { scol = te->nextstate; scnt = 1; continue; }
switch (scol) {
case ACTIVE : cscan (scnt, RED); break;
case EXCITABLE cscan (scnt, WHITE); break;
case REFRACTORY cscan (scnt, BLUE); break;
case RELREF : cscan (scnt, CORN); break;
default : fprintf (stderr, "do-print cscan oops!\n");
}
scol = te->nextstate;
scnt = 1;
}
if (scnt && scol != EXCITABLE) {
// cscan (scnt, scol == ACTIVE ? RED : CORN);
if (scol == ACTIVE) cscan (scnt, RED);
if (scol == REFRACTORY) cscan (scnt, BLUE);
if (scol == RELREF) cscan (scnt, CORN);
}
newscan(;
}
endPSO;
}
void add-ischemic (void);
void add-littler (void);
void correlate (Element *te, int lim-x,int limy,int sd, int ma, int mb);
void open-movie (char *movie);
void calc-radii (void);
void calc-thresh-vals (void);
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void initsquare (int x, int y);
void getparams (char *fname);
main(int argc, char *argv[])
{
int i, j, sc;
int pt, px, py, pr, ps;
int bt, bx, by, br, bs;
int start-plot (char *, char *);
void mainloop (int (*fn)(int));
if (argc <= 4) {
fprintf(stderr,"usage: arrow length time wave params movie maxit\n");
exit(1);
}
length = atof (argv[1]);
printf("length is %4.4f\n", length);
step = atof (argv[2]);
printf("time is %4.4f\n", step);
wave = atoi (argv[3]);
printf("wave is %d\n", wave);
params = argv[4];
get-params (params);
calc-radii ();
calc-thresh-vals 0;
calc-consts();
initlattice(;
if (edgex > edge.y) {
sc = MAXWIN I edge-x;
if (sc < 1) {
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sc = edgex / MAXWIN + 1;
i = edgex / sc; j = edge.y / sc;
}
else {
sc = MAXWIN / edge-x;
i = sc * edgex; j = sc * edgey;
}
}
else {
sc = MAXWIN / edge-y;
if (sc < 1) {
sc = edgey / MAXWIN + 1;
i = edgex / sc; j = edgey / sc;
}
else {
sc = MAXWIN I edge-y;
i = sc * edge.x; j = sc * edgey;
}
}
if (argc > 5) {
movie = argv[5];
if (argc > 6) maxit = atoi (argv[6]);
}
else movie = NULL;
set.argcargv (argc, argv);
setsizehints (i, j, 1, 1);
start-plot ("foo", "the death simulator");
initcolorsO;
if (movie) open-movie (movie);
// This code is for single pattern initiation out of the params file. It
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// conflicts with the new multi-pattern system.
if ((PACEX >= 0) && (PACEY >= 0) && (PACESTART == 0))
initcircle(PACEX, PACEY);
// This code is for single beat pattern initiation and also conflicts
// partly with the multi-pattern stuff, although the 'add-ischemic' option
// is not yet included in the params file.
switch (wave) {
case 1 : // add-ischemico;
init-circle ((edgex / 2),(int)(edge.y / 2));wave = 1;
break;
case 2 : init-planeo;
break;
case 3 : init-rotoro; break;
case 4 : init-circle ((edgex / 2), (int)(0.95 * edgey)); wave = 4;
break;
case 5 : init.planeo; add_ischemico;
break;
default : fprintf (stderr, "Wadaya mean %d?!\n", wave); return 1;
}
mainloop (beat);
}
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